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Abstract 
This dissertation proposes a Malay-English cross-language inf rmati n r tri val : y. t 11'\ 
which is using dictionary-based method. Thi y tern first translates a gi n Malay 
query into English query using a Malay- ngli h di ti nary, and then rctri 
documents relevant to the tran lated Engli h query. This UR sy tern will be a u ful 
system that allows u ers who want t u e both Malay and ·nglish natural languag 
query to retrieve Engli h documents. Dictionary-ba ed IR pr lem ar di 
thi proposal and some method have been pr p ed in rder t addre the I r lcrn . 
The method are including query language idcntifi au n, n-gram han lin > di ti nary 
tran lation, abbrcviari n chc king and query tru turing. In ucry Iran lati n t d ri c 
po iblc translati n f r u er query, di ti nary i u d and a translit irari n rn ith d is 
performed, which generate Iran lati n f r untran latabl Malay rd, a ed n n-grarn 
ba cd matching. Thi luti n will impr 111 
will be dcvel ped n Wind ws 2000 Pr f nal and th s ft arc de cl pmcnt t 1 · 
that will be utilized are Apache er r PHP, Int rn t · pl rcr an 1 ill al, 
incorporate with the My er r a' the databa: · m 11u1 ''11'\ int s st ·rn. 
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Chapterl 
Introduction 
This chapter is emphasizes on the introductory de cription f thi di rtati n. 
Project overview, objectives, scope, limitation, chedule and pr bl m dcfiniti n ar 
discussed. Besides, significance of thi di ertati n and its p tcntial c ntributi n arc 
described. 
1.1 Overview 
In these few decade , inf rmati n tcchn I gy i gr wing fa t r and fast ir. · an 
impact, people arc provided a better cnvir nmcnt that all w th rn t c hong 
information, carching inf rrnati n and c tabli h a mmuni ati n net rk am ng 
them. At this point the i ue of the inti rmati n retri al IR yst m ha b · me 
important. We can find a lot of example of th IR y tern n th W rld-Wid -We 
the Yahoo and Google earch nginc all w u Int ru t. 
Y t, mo t of tho e running JR y tern ar u 111 m n Jin ual t hniqu • her th· 
informati n r tricval i nly in I ing ingl language. h us' 
ngli h rctri v • d umcnts that nly v ritt 'll in ·ngli ·h and pc 1 I· \ Ii us' ala 
will retrieved urncnt in nly Mala . 11 v · r. in s 111' ·as s, ' ' u c I t r •tr i ·v 
inti rrnati n that writt •n in th r Ian iun ''S liffcr int fr 111 th· JU •1 
this p int, r ss Ian iuu 1 • inf rrnnti 11 r It icvul 'I IR h 1s l l' c t11 ihe s 11111 n th 11 
ans Iv the pr bl .m r a· ssin 1 multiliu iual inf nunti n thr u rh sin 11 • I tu •111, 
qu ery. 
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CLIR is a subfield of information retrieval dealing with retrieving in f rmati n 
written in one or several other languages different from the language f the us r's 
query. For instance, a user might use a query in Malay and posts it fi r retrieving 
documents which are written in Engli h. In 1964, th fir t re arch f TR has been 
taken out for the development of International Road Re earch ocumcntati n sy tern 
that used a controlled-vocabulary th sauru [3]. Howev r, the the auru -ba cd 
technique that used at that time did not c mpletely olv the IR pr blem. r m 
the year onwards, this research i receiving growing attention by computer cienti t 
from every corner of the world. 
At present, three major evaluati n effort ha b en e tabli hcd r thi ft Id: the 
ro s-Languagc "'valuati n rum ( ) whi h c cring many th 
languages, the NT JR A ian Languag Evaluati n hi h w rk 
n hinc c 
Japanese, Korean and etc, the R - anguagc ra k n Arabi 
language [2]. These forum are working together and gi e a I t f ntributi n n 
this research. They e tab Ii ha tr ng link e hanging i lea and s haring r' ults with 
each other and al o the th r irnilar r -langw1g' ' aluaf n. Jn rdcr t irnpr 
the universal usability f LIR many i been I ark' I nnd s tucli id. 
2 
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1.2 Problem Definition 
Across the zo" century, English language is widely used in most of the countries of 
the world. We cannot deny that English language is very important in our daily life 
and most of the information that convey to people is in English. In many fields, we 
can found that many of the documents are written in the language. A a result, 
resources which written in English are often the target retrieved result of most of the 
IR tasks. 
In Malaysia, some courses conducted in univer itie arc u ing Malay language. 
However, most of the resources arc all in ngli h. tudent are s metimes required 
to do research and need to find some information for the r car h 
resources from the Internet. In thi situati n, student will face pr blcm t s ar h 
information in English becau c there are only m n lingual l R y t m a ailabl cc 
Figure 1.1), e.g. Yahoo and Google earch engine. hat mean they ann t u 
Malay query to retrieve information that written in English. J n order t addr thi 
problem, a Malay-English CLIR system i needed fl r retrieving th e inf rmati n. 
The expected process is shown in Figure 1.2. 
The research of LIR in Malaysia is currently in the arly stag'. We hnrdl fin I a 
usable Malay- nglish IR sy tern that available in the mark t. hi ha be· m n 
problem and al o an opp rtunity that trigg rs this pr · t. at th' •n I f th 
project, wc arc cxpc ting a desired utc me that 'ans this 1 r bl 111. 
Malay u ry 
M n lingual 
IR • ys: nn 
En rlish 
R<:sult 
I· Hild 
Figure I. I: 'ann I pro· 'SS Malny qu •1 >II En lish II s ~t m 
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Collection of .. Malay-English ... Malay Query ~ English Text CLIR System Information 
Figure 1.2: Expected process of the Malay-English CLIR system 
1.3 Project Objectives 
The objective of this project is to study the research of dictionary-ba ed IR and 
also the major problems of this approach. The problems are including the is ue that 
involve dictionary translation between Malay language and nglish language, query 
matching method, so on and so forth. 
Besides, the objective is to provide tudent or re earcher a Malay- ngl i h IR 
system that can let them retrieve their de ired information conveniently fr m th 
existing databases. Consequently, they will have no problem t car h nglis h 
information by using Malay query. Other than that, perhap our eff rt n this pr ~c t 
can contribute to the CUR research in Malaysia. 
In this dissertation, the scop will be ti cu ed n query tran lati n m . ulc m r" 
detail in section 1.4). For thi part, a Malay- ngli h query rran Jati n 
developed and thi y tcm will eventually integrate with the inf nuati 11 r 'lri ·11 
system. 
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1.4 Project Scope 
Preliminary, university students and researchers will be the target users. In order t 
achieve this, the system will be designed as a web-based application. Target 
language documents are represented in text form. Those documents are collected 
from newspapers, WWW etc and the document topic will be focu on field f 
computer science. These collected information and documents will be tored in 
database. 
This project is divided to two major parts: 
r. Query translation, and 
n. Information retrieval 
1.4.1 Query translation 
In this module, a Malay- ngli h query tran lation y tern will be devel ped. In rdcr 
to complete this task, some re earche will be conducted on h wand what pr 
are involved in the system, e.g. normalization, n-grarn handling et . f n additi n, 
studies and issues that related to the tran lati n between the languages will be arri d 
out. 
1.4.2 Information retrieval 
Jn this part, a c nventi nal way will be f II 
include aw rd tcrnrncr, ucry mat hing mcth d and 'I . 
pin i an IR al rithm, It 
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1.5 Project Limitations 
1.5.1 The current stage 
Currently, we can find some existing usable CLIR systems on the Internet. However, 
those systems do not provide all language set. Malay language is one of the example 
that except from the language set. This is also the reason that triggered thi project. 
1.5.2 Limitations of the expected system 
The query translation module is an important part of a LIR sy tern. The m dule 
involves large scale of research and it may become a problem where we ann t 
develop it perfectly. This might leads to the ambiguity of the target query. 
Furthermore, low coverage of dictionary u ed will cau cs me pr blcm Ill 
translation part. As a result, users might retrieve ome unwanted d cumcnt and 
some relevant documents will not be retrieved. 
The other limitation of the expected sy tern is that all collected d cument ar 
restricted in field of computer science. Thi mean the y tern i d ign d nly f r 
those who are looking for re ources of c inputer ciencc. Be id 
receives Malay query and then retrieve d cument whi h are written nly in ngli sh, Un
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1.6 Project Schedule 
Project Stage 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 !--~~~~~~~~ 
Preliminary Study and 
Plannin 
S stem Anal sis 
S stem Desi n 
Develo ment and Codin 
Unit Testin 
S stem Testin 
Documentation 
Implementation and 
Maintenance 
Figure 1.3: Pr ject chedule 
1.7 Chapter Summary 
This report is mainly divided into 5 chapters with each f whi h ha a di fer nt f u . 
A brief description of each chapter is as follow: 
• Chapter 1 Introduction emphasizes on the introduct ry d ripti n f thi 
dissertation. Project overview, objective , cope, limitati 11, h idulc and 
problem definition are di cus ed. 
• Chapter 2 Literature Review v rs t p: 'S that r lat id l th pr ~' t. It 
consi t of tw cat g nc f re ear h: the n ptual r s '<tr h su h as 
exi ting y tern review and the dcv •I pm '11( r \ ca: h su h O." S 0\ nrc 
devel pmcnt t ls c nsidcrati n. 
7 
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• Chapter 3 Methodology reviews the techniques taken and methodology that 
will be implemented to solve the problems in the project in detailed. 
• Chapter 4 System Analysis discusses the requirements of developing the 
query translation system. The requirements discussed are including functional 
requirement, non-functional requirement, and hardware and software 
requirement. 
• Chapter 5 System Design discusse the overall architecture of the ystem. rt 
includes architectural de ign, data de ign and u er interface de ign f the 
system. 
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Chapter2 
literature Review 
This chapter covers topics that related to the project. It con ists of two categorie f 
research: the conceptual research such as existing systems review and the development 
research such as software development tools consideration. 
2.1 Analysis Studies 
2.1.1 Case Study 1-TTTAN CLIR System 
TIT AN (Total Information Traverse AgeNt) ha been developed t a i t Japanc u r 
to explore the World Wide Web in their own language. rt is a er language WWW 
search system that uses a bilingual dictionary to tran late qucric fr m Japan c t 
English and English to Japanese. Firstly, it accepts query w rd in the ur c languag 
of the user (English and Japanese), then earch for d curnent that ntain i n 
words or their translation (into Engli h and Japane e), and finally r turn a Ii t f 
Uniform Resource Locator (UR ) of the earch d cument with th d um nt title 
translated into the source language. 
TlT AN consist of two part : a catal g databa c build rand a r tric al int 1 a ·. ·1 h, 
vcrall architecture f the system is sh wn in Fi iur • 2.1. 
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the WWW 
information space 
·· ··· · ·· ·· · · ·c:aiiiioiioiiiiit>ilse·atiil<iei- · ·· · ·· ·: Japanese TaggerfTokenlzer 
(Juman) 
.~~~~~~~~~ ,- . -- ... ·r'"· --- ·NlJvraattorrtnterractr -- • ·: 
' . ' ' : Search Engine : 
: (WAIS-sf) ' : 
! Natural Language Processor 
l (Segmentation, MTJ 
: 
! Gateway : 
' i ,.... .. ., _.. • 
: : 
l 
l , , 
' . ' ,., J 
Content Analyzer 
(Language Identification, 
TaggingfTokenizlng, 
Stopword deletion) 
Monolingual 
query 
Translates Search 
Results 
WWW Browser 
(Mosaic, Netscape, etc.) 
Figure 2.l: TITAN s architc lure 
Catalog Database Builder 
This part responsible for creating a text databa e called a " atalog" by aut mati ally 
visiting the WWW information space prior to re ponding u er' query. The aral g 
contains URLs and each of the URL is paired with a content file of the d cum nt I cated 
by the URL. The content information of a document include w rd in th d um nt 
and other information that characterizes the document (e.g the language erver d main 
etc). The catalog databa e i converted int index file using WAI - indc r partial! 
modified for Japanese language. 
Retrieval Interface 
The Retrieval Interface is resp nsiblc f r pr icn thc ll~ ir t111 I th· 
carat g database. he rctri val int rrn c int rpr ·ts 11s r qu ·ri ·s, :111 I th n nv 1 ls th m 
int 8 clean express: ns ( onjun riv • ANI r disjun ·Ii • nsi. tin 1 l "' lr I: in 
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the original query and its translation. The search engine (WA IS-SF) searches content 
files that match the converted expression. If matched files exist, information likes title , 
domain, etc of the files will be displayed in the result page which i an ea y-to- 
understand format. Figure 2.2 shows an example of the result page. 
Figure 2.2: TITAN result page 
Main modules of the TITAN 
The system is embedded two Al-ba ed module : anguage ldcntif ati n m du! hi h 
is embedded in the catalog database builder and Ma hinc Translari n m dul · ~111 .dd 
in the retrieval interface). 
• Language Identificati n ( I m dulc 
• The LI enable. the atal g l identify th Inn urn '' r 'I h I um 'Ill i: \ ritt II, 
Th idcntiti ati n is d no by usinc N- 1ra111 h irn ·t TS nnd th 'II it us S 
II 
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statistical modules to calculate the likelihood of the text with regards to each 
language. 
• Machine Translation (MT) module 
• The MT module provides an interface in the source language of the user while 
performing a multi-language search on the WWW. It completes two tasks: 
translates the source language to the target language and translate the title and 
other information of the retrieved documents. 
Discussion 
TIT AN has been a very u eful J-E bi-lingua WWW earch engine which h Ip a lot f 
Japanese who do not understand nglish to retrieve inf rmati n fr m the WWW whi h 
are written in English. The system provides tran lation of the target d cument title and 
other information lets user to gain more understanding f the retrieved d uments. 
Besides, it consists of a language identifier which make po iblc f many pr 
the catalog builder part. 
The main problem found in TI AN are th e comm n t th 
shortness of the average query and thu the lack f c nte tual inf rrnati n r 
disambiguation, the difficulty of recognizing and tran lating mp un In un · f. J. 
2.1.2 Case Study 2 - Clarity 
Iarity is an U-funded rcscar h pr ~c 'I with th aim 1 ss Inn 
inf rrnati n retrieval system fi r t. 'XI and au Ii d um ·nts; 'Ill· s 't 'tn ll 1, 1.:n 
devcl p d f I' ·nglish, 'innish, wcdish nn I I llti Inn 'U:I 1,;S. Simi! II witl: rt r N, 
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Clarity is designed as a web-based CLIR system however the system provides more 
language pairs. Clarity is designed as a three-layer system (shown in the diagram of 
Figure 2.3) with the user interface as a front-end (Interface Layer), the data ources and 
services on the back-end (Application Layer) and a middle layer that separates the 
interface from the system services and provides the communication between them 
(Communication Layer). 
Clarity supports the following functions: 
• Query translation for English, Finnish and Swedi hand Baltic. 
• Document retrieval and merging for multiple languages. 
• Identification of query terms in each retrieved document. 
• Translation of target language document title . 
• Extraction of the document' 'be t pa sage' (text fragm nt f fixed length) with 
respect to the query terms matched in the document. 
UK 
Comrnumcatlon lay lnterfic~ Layer 
Gl.APJTV - Qr! 
f1t.\t V.tJER 
Sw d n 
Figur. 2.3: vcrview f 'lnriry s st 'tn 
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Application Layer 
Application layer is the main part of the system which is the place CLIR located. It 
responsible to translate and formulate the user's query and then use the translated query 
to retrieve documents. The system uses the UT ACLIR approach for their query 
translation part while documents retrieval is done by InQuary retrieval engine. 
Communication Layer 
The role of the Communication Layer is to act as a communicator and a data integrator 
between the Clarity services and the interface. The ommunication ayer c n ist of 
three main parts: (I) the Web services, modeled (i.e. wrapped) ar und the ba i service 
of the Application Layer, (2) the Web ervice client which ar u ed t re uc t and 
receive information from the Web services, and (3) the larity ion manag r whi h 
serves as an information broker between the larity web crvice and the intcrfa . 
Interface Layer 
The Interface Layer includes the Clarity interface. The interfa mp ncnt r ad th' 
meta-data index generated by the Ses ion Manager and dynarni ally ref rrnat th 
corresponding information to HTML for display n a web br w r. Un
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larity interface 
Similar to TITAN, Clarity has been designed a a Web ervice where several u er arc 
able to utilize the system simultaneously. Jn addition, larity i embedded the multi- 
lingual query translation service which able to process the urce query written in the 
mentioned languages. However the system ha encountered a pr blcrn iaturcs 
above have became constrains for the performance of the m. he num r r 
concurrent user and selected target document languag d termin the re p nd time f 
the system (refer to igure 2.5 and 2.6). 
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2.2 What is CLIR? 
Cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) is one of the subfields of Information 
Retrieval (IR) research. It used to retrieve documents based on explicit query formulated 
by a human using natural language when the language in which the documents are 
expressed is not the same as the language used in the query. It is the ability to issue a 
query in one language and receive a document in another that di tinguishes LIR fr m 
the conventional monolingual information retrieval. The goal of CLIR i to find the 
information a user needs even if it is written in a different language. This is achieved by 
developing a system where a query in one language can be tran lated to the d cument 
language and then retrieve the wanted documents using monolingual IR technique . 
The challenge in CLIR is to match a query in one language again t inf rmati n 
contained in documents in other languages. It need to standardize qucri and 
documents into a common representation, so that monolingual IR technique can b 
applied [8]. Monolingual IR finds relevant information through ome kind f w rd 
matching and weighting. Jn cross-language text retrieval, ther ar m additi nal 
problem of matching and weighting word aero language . In rder t addr the 
problems, some kind of resource are utilized for translating the language r th qu iry t 
the language of the target document, and addr ing th pr bl ll I' tense 
disambiguation. A number of a ppr aches t this pr blem ha b n inv ''Ii rat id b 
CLJR researcher , including the fl II wing: 
• bilingual dicti narics 
• multilingual thesauri 
• ma hinc trnnslati n 
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• corpus-based techniques 
• parallel corpora 
• conceptual interlingua 
• transliteration 
• translation lexicons 
Each of these methods has given promising results but al o ha disadvantages a ociatcd 
with it [9]. In an attempt to overcome the limitations, the current trend ystem combines 
two or more methods to perform its translation process. For instance it combine a 
bilingual dictionary together with translation-equivalent data extracted fr m parallel 
corpora. However, whatever the method chosen, the resource u cd t provide the mean 
for mapping between query and collection are a maj r factor t wards u e ful r tricval 
[9]. Although there are many problems faced by the re earcher , LIR pr vide a g d 
potential for improved performance compared to that of c nvcnti nal m n lingual 
information retrieva I. 
Once translation of the quenes is done, translated query i manipulat d by a 
monolingual TR ystem for searching a c llection of document relevant t the Iran lated 
query, and sorts them according to the degree f relevan e. 
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2.3 Natural Language Processing Technology 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is one of the major fields of Artificial Intelligence. 
It can be seen as the capability of computers to analyze, understand, and generate 
languages that humans use naturally. Language processing can be divided into two tasks: 
• Processing written text, using lexical, syntactic, and semantic knowledge of the 
language as well as any required real world information. 
• Processing spoken language, using all the information needed above, plu 
additional knowledge about phonology as well as enough additi nal informati n 
to handle the further ambiguities that arise in peech. 
In order to build a LIR sy tern, especially one that con idcr qu ric in a natural 
language, it is necessary to utilize NLP tools and re ource . These re our c arc built r 
used as an input to the CLlR system. A dictionary ba cd JR y tern require re ur c 
and tools such as bilingual dictionaries, normaliser, temmer, etc. In devel ping the e 
tools and resources, it is unavoidable that there i a need to u e NLP tool , re ur e and 
techniques such as morphological analy is, tagging, par ing, w rd cnsc di arnbiguati n, 
semantic analysis, semantic concept repre entation etc. Thcr ti re, making N P a 
crucial and important part fa JR y tern. 
Several common NLP tool that u ed in IR y tern ar : 
• Stemmer 
• N rrnaliscr 
• t p w rds r m vcr 
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Stemmer 
Stemmer is the most common morphological tools for information retrieval system. It 
transforms words into a canonical representation by removing inflectional and 
derivational affixes. The resulting String is usually not a 'proper' word, but instead a 
stem. This is most useful for approximate matching when the actual word form is not 
relevant. 
Since more potentially relevant documents can be retrieved, stemming can be used t 
improve recall in information retrieval sy tern . The most well known tomming 
algorithms are Lovins and Porter stemmers. Each of these stemmers i uitable f r 
morphologically simple languages like English where few tern change occur [ 12). 
Normaliser 
For compound rich languages, compound decompo ition i an e sential feature be au c 
of the problem with embedded search keys. If compounds are not decomposed, the non- 
first components are not retrievable. For instance, the are few different type f b rri 
(blueberry, strawberry, cloudberry), all have the common tail w rd berry a· the last 
component. If the compounds are plit into con tituents, ne earch key b rry 
types of berries. 
The negative effect f stemming and n rrnalisin 7 pr e sc in inf rrnati n r tri al is 
that they may produce noi e as unrelated w rd f rms ar om tim n at · I t a sing! 
form. 
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Stop words remover 
Stop words remover uses a so-called stop word list to remove frequent non-significant 
words (stop words) in a document or a query string. The NLP tool has been used in 
monolingual IR system for removing high frequency words like articles, pronouns, 
prepositions conjunctions and etc. 
2.4 Dictionary-based CLIR and its Problems 
As discussed above, dictionary-based method is one of the approache that u ed by 
CLIR system. This method r lies on a tandard bi- or multilingual dictionary that i 
transformed into a machine-readable form. It gives an ea y applicable s luti n f r large- 
scale document collections. Figure 2.7 depicts the overview y tern archit crur f 
dictionary-based CLIR system. 
The method makes use of the bi- or multilingual dictionary to tran late ea h w rd f the 
source language query to the desired target language. In mo t f the language rd 
usually consists of one or more synonym or h monymy. Thus, after tran lati n, 
translated word is represented in a set of terms. r example the expect d ut me f 
Malay query translation, satu pasang kasut (a pair f hoe ) will be ( n , a pair in .tall, 
rise) (shoes). onsequently, a problem aro e where target language qu r v ill ha · 
some senses of lexical ambiguities. In rder t addr s this pr I '11\ 11 I Ht ti ulnr LI 
tool is need d to di ambi uarc the translated qu ry. 
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Figure 2.7: Dictionary-based LIR system architecture 
Generally, the main problems associated with dictionary-ha ed JR arc: 
• Untranslatable search keys 
• Phrase and compound translation 
• Processing of inflected word forms 
• Translation ambiguity 
2.4.1 Untranslatable search keys 
Dictionary-based CLIR uses multilingual dictionary to tran late each w rd f the our , 
language query to the desired target language. In ome ca e w rd in ur e languag 
query is untranslatable. One of the rea n i because f I w cragc f th' di ti nm 
used. Dictionary i the mo t ba ic f the LIR yst '11l an I its ·ra 1 • 
determines the ffectiv ness f the tran 1lati n. w ·r:\ 1' of di ti nur lws 11 t 
generated a big pr blcm and it an bes Iv cd by r pin 111 it . 'l'h 
translation problem may als be due t mp und r ls. m un !in l is n ' r 
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creating new words and therefore their translation is not necessary included in dictionary. 
Most of the time, query consists of proper names like names of person, places and 
organizations. These proper names are normally not found in the general dictionary. 
However, important city and country names are normally included in dictionary. 
A common method to handle untranslatable words in dictionary-based LIR is to pa 
them (without changing) to the final target language query. However, in the case of 
spelling variants a source language form does not match the variant form in a databa e 
index, causing loss of retrieval effectiveness [ 12). 
2.4.2 Phrase and compound translation 
Here, phrase refers to several separated words with one word sen e, f r instance in 
Malay, kakak ipar mean sister-in-law. In the other hand, c mp und word i d fin d as a 
word formed from two or more words that are written together, for example .aluhguna 
(misuse). Proper translation of phrases and compound words are important in dicti nary- 
based CLIR. In this case, some techniques are needed for identifying them f r further 
translation. 
Languages in Europe are often compound-rich language. 
compound word translati n i fir t t id ntify the mp und 
mm 11 s luti n 
rd, and nc t ·plitting it 
to its component and finally translat s their mp n nts s parat I . 
languages, Malay languag 
included in dicti nary. 
nsists f fewer c rnpound rd. and tit· nrc usunll 
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It is more challenging to translate phrases as the process of identifying phrases is 
tougher. One of the solutions of this problem is using phrase-based dictionary rather 
then word-based dictionary. In TITAN [l], the system searches for a dictionary entry 
corresponding to the longest sequence of words form left to right of the query. For 
example, if the input string is "information retrieval system", and if the dictionary 
contains "information" and "information retrieval", then the latter entry is chosen for the 
leftmost part of the query. Then, it searches for the entry with "system". 
2.4.3 Processing of inflected word forms 
Normally, inflected words are not included in dictionary. The commonly used meth d t 
solve inflected words translation is to remove affixes from the w rd f rm. he m th d i 
called stemming. However, the stemmed word are usually having different word en e 
from the word before stemming process. Thus it will increa e the ambiguity f targ t 
language query. 
2.4.4 Translation ambiguity 
In cross language information retrieval, there arc not re rrictcd t u nly nc 
translation alternative like in machine translation. everal translati n alt rnati e an 
added to the query becau e word are u ually c nsi ts f yn nym and h m n m 
Thi might lead to the ource and target language 
irrelevant search key senses will be in rcascd. 
al ambiguit . · <l r .sult, 
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Pasang - pair (2 things in same kind) 
- install (fix something in position) 
- rise (upward movement) 
Pair - 2 things in same kind 
- Ivlake in pair 
Install - fix something in position 
- settle somebody in a place 
- place somebody in new position 
Rise - upward movement 
- increase in amount 
- upward slope 
Figure 2.8: Translation ambiguity 
Figure 2.8 depicts one of the translation process examples that increase ambiguity. In 
Malay word, pasang is homonymous and has 3 enses: pair, install and rise. In nglish 
word, pair has 2 senses: two things in same kind, make in pair; install ha 3 en e : fix 
something in position, settle somebody in a place, place omeb dy in new p iti n: and 
rise has 3 senses which is upward movement, increase in amount and upward 
The typical techniques to handle translation ambiguity in dictionary-based LIR inv Ive 
part-of-speech (POS) tagging, various corpus-based disambiguation method , and query 
structuring. 
2.5 Evaluation Metrics 
The most often used metrics of performance that have been applied t tr tri <11 and 
information extraction are called recall and preci i n. h ·c may d a· ju !gin• 
effectivenes · fr m the appli .ati n us r's per pc ti c, sin ' th m msur 
which the sy tern produced all the appr priat utput re all nu I nl th' :111 r 1 rint 
output (prccisi n) l I 1 J. 
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I rre I event 
items - 
retrieved 
Releve.nt items- retrieved 
Relevant items - not retrieved 
Figure 2.9: Set of relevant items and irrelevant items 
Figure 2.10 shows the formula to measure recall. It is the ratio of the number of relevant 
documents retrieved to the total number of relevant document in the databa e. It i 
sometimes expressed as a percentage. 
A: Number of relevant 
records retrieved. 
8: Number of relevant 
records not retrieved. 
RECALL: A~B x 100% 
Figure2.10: F rmula f rrecall 
In the other hand, precision is the ratio of the number f relevant d um nt r tric id t 
the total number of irrelevant and relevant document r tric d. It i ITl tirn 
expressed a a percentage. 
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C: No. of irrelevent 
records retrieved. 
A:No. of relevent 
records retrieved. 
PRECISION: A~C x 100% 
Figure 2.11: Formula for precision 
100% 
Recall 
0% !.------....;__ 
0% Precision 100% 
Figure 2.12: Recall Precision urvc 
Typically, text retrieval systems are capable of producing ranked r suit with the 
documents that the system judges more likely relevant ranked at the top of the Ii t. 
Evaluation of the ranked output results in a recall-preci i n urve, with p int pl tted 
that represent precision at variou recall percentage (Figure 2.12). Re all and pr, i 'i n 
are inversely related. This means if recall is higher, then precisi n mu ·t be I v r and 
vice versa. 
The document mu t be considered either relevant r irr le ant h n al ulatina 
precision and recall. bvi usly d curncnt an cxi t hi h ar 0% r I .vaut r 
omewhat irrelevant. thcrs may be very r lcvant a11 I th 'rs 11t1t. Thi: 
pr blcrn i · mplicatcd by individual p r cpti n: what is r I nnt t I) mn n 1 
be relevant t an thcr 11 OJ. 
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Measuring recall is difficult because it is often difficult to know how many relevant 
documents exist in a database. Often the method used is to use all the relevant record 
found from different searches, and another method is to manually scan several journals 
to identify a set of relevant papers [10]. 
2.6 Study on Software Development Tools 
2.6.1 System Architecture 
Mainframe architecture 
Mainframe architecture is a centralized computing architecture. All it intelligence i 
within the central host computer. U er interact with the h t thr ugh a t rminal that 
captures keystrokes and sends that information to the ho t. Mainframe ftwarc 
architectures are not tied to a hardware platform. U er interaction can bed nc using P 
and UNIX workstations. 
A limitation of mainframe software architectures is that they d n t ca ily upp rt 
graphical user interfaces or access to multiple databa e from ge graphically disper d 
sites. In the last few year , mainframe hav found a new u e as a er ir in di tribut .d 
client/server architectures [6]. 
File sharin architecture 
The original P netw rl were bas d n fil sharing nr hit' tur . v h ire th' s ir '!' 
cl wnl ad fil s fr rn th shared I at ion t the d 'S t p 'n ir nm 'nl. Th r 
j b is then run in the d skt p nvironn '111. l'il' sh uin 1 nrchit turcs v r if shnr I 
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usage is low, update contention is low, and the volume of data to be transferred is low. 
In the 1990s, PC LAN (local area network) computing changed because the capacity of 
the file sharing was strained as the number of online user grew (it can only sati fy about 
12 users simultaneously) and graphical user interfaces (GUis) became popular (making 
mainframe and terminal displays appear out of date). PCs are now being used in 
client/server architectures [6]. 
Client/server architecture 
In order to address the limitations of file sharing architecture , the client/server 
architecture emerged. This approach introduced a databa e erver to replace the file 
server. Using a relational database management ystem (D M ) user queries c uld be 
answered directly. The client/server architecture reduced network traffic by pr viding a 
query response rather than total file transfer. It improves multi-u er updating thr ugh a 
GUI front end to a shared database. In client/server architecture , Rem te Pr cedure 
Calls (RPCs) or standard query language (SQL) statements are typically u ed t 
communicate between the client and server [ 6]. 
The client/server architecture can be categorized according t the number f ti r 
implementation, starting from two-tier right up t multi-tier implcmcntati n f und in 
today client/server environment. 
Two tier architecture 
With two tier client/server ar hit turcs ~igur 2.1 
u ually located in the user' dcskt p cnvir nm nt and th 
th' us 'r s st m intnrn ·' is 
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are usually in a server that is a more powerful machine that services many clients. 
Processing management is split between the user system interface environment and the 
database management server environment. The database management server provides 
stored procedures and triggers. There are a number of software vendors that provide 
tools to simplify development of applications for the two tier client/server architecture. 
The two tier client/server architecture is a good solution for distributed computing when 
there are many users interacting on a LAN simultaneously. However, it doe have 
several limitations. The performance will deteriorate when the number of u ers i 
increased to a certain number. This limitation i a re ult of the server maintaining a 
connection via "keep-alive" messages with each client, even when no work i being done. 
Secondly, implementation of proce sing management crviccs u ing vend r pr pri tary 
database procedures restricts flexibility and choice of DBM for applicati n . inally 
current implementations of the two tier architecture provide limited flexibility in m ving 
program functionality from one server to another without manually regen rating 
procedural code [ 6]. 
Request (lJ suelly SQL) = - D 0 0 Q 0 - a a D o 
= Result(de.t) 
Client Serve 
Us er system interfac e + 
Some Pro ceasing 
Management 
Datebese management + 
Som re e sit 
M neg m nt 
Flgur·2.13:Twoti·r 'licnt-scr ·r r hilc turc 
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Three tier architectures 
The three tier architecture (also referred to as the multi-tier architecture) emerged to 
overcome the limitations of the two tier architecture. In the three tier architecture (see 
Figure 2.14), a middle tier was added between the user system interface client 
environment and the database management server environment. There are a variety of 
ways of implementing this middle tier, such as transaction processing monitors, me age 
servers, or application servers. The middle tier can perform queuing, application 
execution, and database staging. For example, if the middle tier provides queuing, the 
client can deliver its request to the middle layer and disengage becau e the middle tier 
will access the data and return the answer to the client. In addition the middle layer add 
scheduling and prioritization for work in progre s. 
The three tier client/server architecture has been hown to improve pcrf rrnance f r 
groups with a large number of users and improves flexibility when compar d l the tw 
tier approach. Flexibility in partitioning can be a simple as "dragging and dropping" 
application code modules onto different computer in some three tier archit tur . 
A limitation with three tier architecture that the development envir nm nt 
reportedly more difficult to u e than the vi ually- rientcd dcvcl pmcnt f tv tier 
applications [6]. 
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Figure 2.14: Three tier Client-server Architecture 
2.6.2 System Platforms 
Red Hat Linux 
Red Hat Linux is a popular Linux distribution that bridge Unix and Windows w rid . 1t 
assembles open source components for the Linux operating yst m and related pr gram 
into a distribution package that can easily be ordered. Red Hat inux pr vide many 
software packages, including a web server from Apache the language c mpilcr fr m 
Cygnus, and the X Window system from X Consortium. ft can be taken seri u ly a a 
workhouse for internet server usage, adding ymmetrical multiproce sor ( MP) upp rt 
improved NFS performance, and enhanced RAID upport. 
In addition, interrupts are dynamically routed to all PU , and interrupt hand! r ar 
fully threads. Red Hat Linux, with a ho t of performance enhancem nt that ill b n fit 
web sites and internet sites of all iz , 1 a table and high pcrf rrnancc crating s t '111 
for internet u age. 
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Window Server 2003 
Window Server 2003 is the latest version of the Microsoft server family that began 
about ten years ago with Microsoft NT OS. It is a significant evolution from its 
immediate predecessor, Windows Server 2000. According to Microsoft, it is 100 times 
more scalable than NT 4.0. Microsoft focused on enhancements to security, performance, 
reliability and Active Directory. 
Microsoft characterizes Window Server 2003 as a multipurpose operating ystem 
capable of handling a diverse set of server roles, depending on user needs, in either a 
centralized or distributed fashion. Some of the e erver role include: 
• File and print server. 
• Web server and Web application ervices. 
• Mail server. 
• Terminal server. 
• Remote access and virtual private network (VPN) erver. 
• Directory services, Domain Name System (DNS), Dynamic Ho t nfigurati n 
Protocol (DHCP) server, and Windows Internet Naming Service (WIN ). 
• Streaming media server. 
UNIX 
UNIX is an operating system that originated at Bell ab a an interacti tirn - harin r 
system. It i a layer between the hardware and the applicati n that run n the mputcr 
and include traditional pcrating y tern c mp ncnt '. 
UNIX is an ideal plat fi rm f r running mail servers, n 't\l rk cl Iii' s st nus :111<1 n11111 
rn re at a very 1 w t. UN IX us rs n rmally IY1rc issin r tiru n n x-ntrul 
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computer or cluster or computers. This is a very cheap solution for a large number of 
users. 
2.6.3 Web Servers 
Apache 
Apache is currently the leading UNIX web server. This particular web server i quick at 
handling requests and responses. It is available as open source and is definitely free of 
charge. Apache provides full source code and this encourages user feedback through 
new ideas, bug reports and patches. 
The Apache web server is a powerful, flexible, H TP I. J compliant erver that 
implements the latest protocols, including HTTP l .1. lt is er ss platf rms wh re it run 
on Linux, Windows NT/9x, OS/2 and most versions of UNlX, etc. Moreover, Apach i 
highly configurable and extensible with third party module and can be cust mized by 
writing 'modules' using Apache module API. The feature that implement d by Apache 
including DBM database for authentication, customized re pon e t err r and 
problems, multiple Directorylndex directive , unlimited flexible RL re riting and 
aliasing, content negotiation, virtual hosts and configurable reliable piped I g . 
Apache is believed to be substantially faster, more tabl and m r feature full than 
many other web crvcr. Nowadays, Apach i run n sites that g t rnilli ns f hit per 
day and they have no performance difficulties. 
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Internet Information Services (US) 
Internet Information Server (IIS) is the largest web servers available from Microsoft. It 
is a group of internet server which include a web or Hypertext Transfer Protocol server 
and a File Transfer Protocol server with additional capabilities for Microsoft's Windows 
NT and Windows 2000 server operating system. In other word, IIS is a file and web 
application server that can be used on local area network (LAN), wide area netw rk 
(WAN) or the Internet. 
IIS provides some main services as the following: 
• WWW : world wide web service 
• FTP : File Transfer Protocol service 
• SMTP : Simple Mail Transfer Protocol ervicc 
• NNTP : Network News Transport Protocol ervice 
The benefit of IIS is that it provides a high speed, secure platform for publishing 
information on internal networks or Internet. The erver i specifically d igned t 
provide the kind of performance that is neces ary for handling an incr a d numb r f 
web users. US is easy to install. It works closely with the Micro oft tran a 
access databases and provides control at the tran action level. 
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Apache VS HS 
Table 2.1: Strengths and weaknesses of Apache and US 
Apache us 
Strengths Freeware, good performance and Free download, easy to configure, 
security, working on most of the well integrated server 
OS, reliability and extensibility, administration tools, HTTP l. l 
support for HTTP 1.1 Protocol, support, Virtual Server Support, 
Quick technical support via Usenet excellent combination with 
newsgroup. Windows NT. 
Weaknesses NT version is in its infancy, lack No Unix version and do not 
of graphical administration tools support by most OS, NNTP does 
for configuration and not support USENET feed ; 
administration tasks. SMTP does not support POP3 
mailboxes, 
2.6.4 Scripting Languages 
PHP 
PHP is stand for PHP: Hypertext Preprocessor (recursive acronym) and it i a widely- 
used general-purpose scripting language that is especially uited for Web devel pmcnt 
and can be embedded into HTML. It is free for download and works very well n all f 
the UNIX-like, Linux and Windows platforms. Since PHP page w rk w II n all f 
those platforms, a particular strength is that it can be used to devel p web ite n a 
desktop system and then deployed on indu trial- trength and 
those found commonly only running UNIX or inux. 
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PHP is usually combined with Linux, Apache and MySQL to become a leading online 
application platform which is called LAMP (acronym of the four technologies) platform. 
Since none of Linux, Apache, MySQL or PHP requires any form of commercial license 
and all are battle-proven on high volume websites, these are very attractive options for 
those who come from the world of highly-priced proprietary packages. 
PHP has a thriving developer community, numerous contributors, a wide range of 
features and is used in thousands of websites around the world. The range of back-end 
databases supported by PHP meets all but the most unusual need. PHP ha proved it elf 
easy to learn and tends to be particularly popular with those who have to deliver re ult 
rapidly and who aren't necessarily committed to taking advanced course in 
programming languages. 
The PHP disadvantage is its weak abstraction for databases (each databa e back-end i 
accessed through a different interface) and underdeveloped library mechani m (lacking 
Perl's true 'module' concept). Whereas, its benefits are it ease of deployment, ea e f 
use and huge body of support in the indu try. 
Perl 
Perl is one of the longe t runnmg and m t u cessful frc pr jc 'l '. 
Embracing both a programming language and a wh le phi! s phy f usa ', and d 'Si 1n, 
Perl has quietly and without much hype pr vided a better AS - tud ·t .nsiblc an I 
reusable software design than aim l anything thnt has g nc b 'fi 1 , i1. 11 is hnrd t 
find a c mputer 'Y t m that hasn't s me f rm f upp rt f r P irl l nil ibl '. Ii ' v h 
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like to think of themselves as serious programmers, or programming language specialists, 
tend to speak in very high terms of the language. 
Perl is one of the best choices in the long run, especially where a considerable volume of 
software development and site maintenance is required, i.e. for large, complex sites 
subject to many and radical changes. While the disadvantage of Perl is that it's hard for 
non-programmers who want to complete simple tasks with active websites, requiring 
rather more learning before starting than say ASP or PHP. 
ASP/VBscript 
ASP (Active Server Pages) is a rounded proprietary product from Micros ft. Although 
ASP is really a framework into which various languages can plug, mo t pc pie n id r 
it implies using VB Script language. Regrettably, it is only properly upp rted n 
Microsoft's IIS platform. 
ASP and VB Script are closed-source, so any bugs or security advi orie that ar 
discovered will be fixed by the Microsoft (u ually slow). In the Perl r PHP w rid it 
would have been quicker find the cause of the bug, fix it ubmit it back t th 
maintainers and then carry on. 
VB Script uses Active Data Object and the ODB interfa e t pr vi g d databa 'C 
independence. It is an adequate programming languag , but is like I c n I 'SS th 111 Pl II. 
Simple web ites arc easy t build and there is a ran 1" 1:-; tr h 1, 
beginners. H wevcr it is 11 t er ss-platf rm thus will im] n t th' P 1 t 1 ilit un I th rr 
features f the sy tern built. 
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JSP 
JavaServer Pages (JSP) technology allows web developers and designers to rapidly 
develop and easily maintain, information-rich, dynamic web pages that leverage existing 
business systems. As part of the Java family, JSP technology enables rapid development 
of web-based applications that are platform independent. JavaServer Pages technology 
separates the user interface from content generation enabling designers to change the 
overall page layout without altering the underlying dynamic content. 
JavaServer Pages technology uses XML-like tags and scriptlet written in the Java 
progranuning language to encapsulate the logic that generate the content for the page. 
Additionally, the application logic can reside in server-ba ed re ource ( uch a 
JavaBeans component architecture) that the page acce ses with these tag and criprlcts. 
Any and all formatting (HTML or XML) tags are pa ed directly back to the re pon e 
page. By separating the page logic from its design and di play and upp rting a reusable 
component-based design, JSP technology makes it faster and asier than ever to bui Id 
web-based applications. 
JSP technology builds on the strength of the Java technology family and the multi 
vendor Java community. It extends the core capabilitic f the Java platf rm t rcatc 
powerful, flexible, and easy-to-maintain dynamic web pag Un
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Javascript 
JavaScript is an interpreted programming or script language originated at Netscape. 
JavaScript is interpreted at a higher level, is easier to learn than Java, but lacks some of 
the portability of Java and the speed of byte code. It is a cross-platform scripting 
language, having the properties of simple, interpreted and object-oriented. 
JavaScript is a client-side scripting language which means it is running on users' web 
browser. The scripting language is usually used to perform some effects on a web ite (i.e. 
automatically change a formatted date on a web page, cau ea link-to page to appear in a 
popup window and cause text or a graphic image to change during a mou e rollover). 
2.6.5 Database Management Systems 
MySQL 
MySQL is an open source relational database management y tem (RD M ) mean 
that it is free for download from Internet and users are allowed to use and modify the 
software. MySQL database management system contains a large amount f functi nality 
and power, and is noted mainly for it speed, reliability and flexibility. 
MySQL provides application programs interfaces (API ) for , ++, iff I Ja a P rl 
PHP, Python and Tel. Jt also allow for many c lurnn type and 
function support in the and WH R part f queri 
databases and tables can be devel ped ju t usin a simple. t f 
mplex s •l r 
m111And f r ins ·rtin' ' 
retrieving, deleting and updating data. My 
variety f NIX platf rrns, inux, Win I ws N1, Wind ws in I v s _Q()( . 
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Below are the key facts of MySQL: 
• MySQL can be accessed and manipulated from many popular programming 
languages. 
• MySQL is completely optimized for both Unix and Win32 platform. It uses in- 
memory hash tables, thread-based memory allocation and kernel threads that are 
capable of utilizing multiple processors, and highly optimized individual pre- 
compiled class libraries. 
• MySQL contains built-in support for common field type. 
• MySQL supports a subset of advanced querying and grouping function 
• MySQL allows per-server password allocation 
• MySQL supports a variety of connection methods, for example units ckcts and 
TCP/IP sockets. 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Microsoft SQL Server is Microsoft's leading Windows databa e and data-war h u ing 
package. It is the most robust databa e for the windows family the R lati nal ataba e 
Management System (DBMS) of choice for a wide range f rp rate 
Independent Software Vendors (JSYs) building busine s appli ati n. 
Microsoft SQL Server is a traditional databa e management y t 'Ill an I is d '. i 111 ·d t 
understand tructure ucry Language ( . It an manage a lurg nm unt of I.it 1 inn 
multi-u er distributed client-server envir nm nt. 
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the Windows NT operating system to make use of native operating system thread that 
can results in better performance and stability of SQL Server. 
Microsoft SQL Server maintains referential integrity and security and ensures that 
operation can be recovered in the event of numerous types of failure. SQL Server can 
control the access for the type of info that can be retrieved by the user. 
Below are the key facts of Microsoft SQL Server 2000: 
• SQL Server 2000 is highly scalable, with a single product, from mobiles and 
single-user PCs through to clustered SMP and federated ystems. 
• SQL Server 2000 takes advantage of a number of the features of Wind w 2000, 
to which it is closely tied. 
• SQL Server 2000 does not include the extended relational and object oriented 
features that are now common amongst its rivals and it does not compete directly 
in that space. However, extended text searching facilities are included. 
• The bundling of Analysis Services, Meta Data Service and TL ( xtracr 
Transform and Load) tools within SQL Server 2000 i a very p werful ffering 
in so far as the Business lntelligence market is concerned. 
• The Meta Data Services facility is only used within the ntext f 
Data Warehousing and i primarily for third-party u e. It i n t us d ithin a 
relational context for the data dictionary. 
Oracle 9i 
..J,_ 
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Oracle is the world's leading vendor of database software and has the distinction of 
being the first company to create and sell a commercial RDBMS that used SQL. Oracle 
database is the most scalable and full-featured database available. Whether driving the 
web site, packaged applications, data warehouses or OL TP applications, Oracle 
Database is a foundation technology for any professional computing environment. 
Oracle 9i now includes all the major features (whether bundled or optional) that are 
available in the products of its major rivals. The only exceptions are that it does not 
support federated databases and that it does not include repository capabilities f r 
supporting development environments. On the other hand Oracle 9i include ignificant 
parts of a content management solution, which will be u eful for those that wi ht build 
their own solution in this area rather than buy a packaged pr duct. 
Below are the key facts of Oracle 9i: 
• Oracle 9i now includes comparable facilities to both its major rival in th 
business intelligence arena. That is, it now includes OLAP, ETL and data mining 
tools within the product offering. 
• It consists of advanced partitioning option which are the new feature f th 
database management ystem. 
• XML may be par ed prior to storage. This will redu qu cry rh cad · hi h 
would otherwi e require real-time parsing as a part f the quer pr .ss. 
• Real Application lustering is parti ularly p w rful. H 
the federated database apabiliti s ff r I by its 111a· r ri uls, 
• racle ha pr vidcs c ntcnt managcrn int supp rt dire ti fr m th lot·\bns ·. 
mp I 'H \I ith 
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was, arguably, overlooked when it was introduced in 8i. Now it is clear that it 
enables a transparent consolidation capability in a particularly attractive manner. 
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Chapter3 
Methodolouv 
This chapter reviews the techniques taken and methodology that will be implemented to 
solve the problems in the project in detailed. 
3.1 Methodology 
3.1.1 Overview 
Methodology is an early phase in development system. hoo ing and adapt a 
methodology for a software development project is very important and crucial. Improper 
choice of methodology for a project can lead to a failure. There are two major rea on f 
causing an IT project failure. The first problem is that too many design flaw are being 
discovered during development where it is difficult, expensive, and ometirne 
impossible to remedy. The second problem is that the scope of many pr jcct m d t 
expand uncontrollably as the project proceeded. 
Sy tem 
Req u rements 
Projec 
i---.-- ..i 
Outco 
I• igurc 3.1: lcncric , yst 'JI) DL: ·I pm int Pr ·'KS M I 'I 
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Every system development process model includes system requirements such as users, 
constraints, and resources as inputs and a fully developed system or software as the 
outputs. There are many popular software process models such as: 
• Waterfall Model. 
• Waterfall Model with Prototyping .
• Incremental and Iterative Model. 
• Prototyping . 
• Spiral Model. 
• V Model. 
• Extreme Programming (XP) Model. 
• Phased Development Model. 
• Operational Specification Model. 
• Transformational Model . 
As discussed in chapter 1, this project is divided into two major module which arc 
dictionary translation module and information retrieval module. he e tw m du) are 
handled and documented by two different dis ertation . In thi di ertati n th fi u 
will be on query translation module. In order to develop the query tran lati n 
waterfall model has been chosen for the ystem dcvel prncnt mcrh d I gy. 
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3.1.2 Waterfall model 
This methodology is so called waterfall because each phase flows naturally into the next 
phase like water over a series of fall. Each phase in the waterfall method should be 
completed before moving on to the next. It is attributed with providing the theoretical 
basis for other process models, as it most closely resembles a "generic" model for 
software development. 
Requirement j..· ... 
Analysis 
( ..---------. "7 System 
Design )..·· .. 
Program .ti... 
Design 
~I Coiling I Jo · .• 
( Unit Inte~tion "r & Testing )..·· .. 
System j..·· .. 
Testing 
Acceptance 
Testing 
C,. Opoatio .. & 
Maintenance 
J..·· .. 
~ Development 
· · · ·> Jvlaintenanc e 
Figure 3.2: Waterfall Model 
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The 8 stages that illustrated in figure 3.2 are: 
• Requirements Analysis 
• Understand and determine the user's needs by having brainstorming, 
eliciting and analyzing system requirements. 
• System Design 
• Outlining system functionalities by having feasibility studie and ca c 
studies on current systems. 
• Determine and specify hardware and software architecture. 
• Verify the system design. 
• Program Design 
• Determine and specify the program design and databa c design. 
• Coding 
• Involve programming, personal planning, tool acquisition daraba e 
development and component level documentation. 
• Unit and Integration Testing 
• Test the modules separately and integrate the tested module . 
• Test on the integrated modules. 
• System Testing 
• ombine all the integrated m dule into a sy t"m and t ·t n the system. 
• Specify and review the result f y tern te t. 
• Evaluate the ystern t meet the requir merits. 
• Acceptance Testing 
• Tc ting n system is mplct xl. Th sys: m is d Ii r I. 
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• Operation and Maintenance 
• Control and maintain the system. 
The validation during system testing is to ensure that the system has implemented all the 
requirements, so that each system function can be tracked back to a particular 
requirement in the specification. As for the verification, it ensures that each function 
works correctly. 
3.1.3 Justification of Methodology 
The modified waterfall model was chosen for the following rea ons: 
• The development methodology is simple and ea y to understand. It helps the 
developers to lay out what they need to do easily. Therefore in the proce s, they 
no need to burden themselves with the upcoming stage. ln additi n one can ha 
a better understanding and clearer guideline on what he or she hould d during 
the development process. Moreover, it is easier to associate and id ntify ea h 
milestone with its deliverer. 
• This development methodology will en ure that the devel per building the right 
system according to the specification and verifi ati n h ks the quality f th, 
implementation. Jt also enables developer to devel p m r accurate y t .m 
according to the user's di cretion. Thi w uld help the de cl I crs t I 'am ab ut 
the system and gain bctt r understanding f the .ntirc s st ·in. 
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• The arrows between adjacent stages are bi-directional. Bi-directional means that 
there is feedback between stages. If a problem is discovered in one stage, 
developers can return to the previous stages so that suitable corrective action can 
be taken. There is a cascading effect where developers can go back further and 
further up the waterfall until the problem can be corrected properly 
• As the methodology is simple and easy to understand, it will be easier to present 
or explain to the users, especially those who are not familiar with oftware 
development. 
3.2 Information Gathering Techniques 
Internet 
Internet searching has been the most important technique that I u ed in thi pr jeer. A I t 
of researches have been done through Internet to gather useful informati n ab ut thi 
project. Without Internet, we are extremely difficult to study on the existing y tern 
which are always a web-based application. Besides, some idea from the exi ting 
website and its design, and some useful development tool have been r gni d in 
order to develop this project. 
Brainstorm 
During the requirements elicitation, di cu n with the upcr is r ha 
out in order to discuss about the requirement f the y tern. Abundan _. f id ';H; nb ut 
the design and requirements of the sy tcm have b en figur I ut. 
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Observation and Informal Interview 
An interview will always be useful and more interactive way to gather information. 
Throughout the system development phases, some informal interviews has been carried 
out with Malay friends and student from Akademik Pengajian Melayu for gather 
information like Malay language word form and other knowledge in the language etc. 
Besides, study and observing the existing systems are helping us a lot in designing and 
develop the system. 
Reading Material 
A lot of published literatures have been read in order to gather information of the u er 
need, system development needs and technical issue of the pr posed y tern. All the e 
can be categorized into printed material such as book and journal and non-printed 
material such as electronic document. Ideas are managed to get from book , magazine 
and journal through reading. These ideas can be implemented in the propo ed y t m. 
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Chapter4 
svstem Analvsis 
In this section, the requirements of developing the query translation system will be 
discussed. The requirements discussed are including functional requirement, non- 
functional requirement, and hardware and software requirement. 
4.1 Functional Requirement 
In this section, functional requirement of both query translation ystem and dictionary- 
based CLIR system will be discussed. 
4.1.1 Query Translation System 
The query translation system will process the source language query which i the Malay 
query and it will be eventually translated to the target language query with a tru tur d 
format. That means the system will start perform at the beginning part f the Malay- 
English CLIR system and end after it has produced the tructur d ngli h qu ry. U
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4.1.1.1 Input Function 
The input of the system is a Malay query. System expects a Malay sentence or words 
from the users. The system do not process a Boolean query where AND or other 
Boolean word operator will be treated as a query content and non-characters i.e. & or 
other Boolean operators will be removed before proceeding to the next process. 
4.1.1.2 Output Function 
The output of the system is a structured English query where the query will be u ed for 
retrieving information from the English documents database. Unlike Machine 
Translation, the dictionary-based translation is not restricted to produce only one 
translation alternative. Instead, several translation alternatives can be added t the query 
because words are usually consists of synonyms and homonymy. o there are neces ary 
to structure the target language query such that synonym and other lexical part an be 
recognized by the information retrieval system. 
4.1.2 Dictionary-based CLIR System 
The dictionary-based CLIR project has a very imple requirement: t pr id u r a 
Malay-English CLIR search engine, mean that user are all w d t r tric c ~ngli h 
documents in the databases by using their Malay query. H wever, in rder t mak th" 
system more usable and manageable, some additional ub-rn dulcs ha ' n ad I d. 
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4.1.2.1 Malay-English CLIR Search Engine 
After the query translation system is completed, it will integrate with a monolingual 
information retrieval system to perform Malay-English CUR search task. The features 
and requirements of this search engine are: 
• Provide user an interface to enter their query for searching their wanted 
documents. 
• The system should lists out all the document hyperlinks (which will link user 
to retrieved documents) in the result page according to the weight. 
4.1.2.2 Documents Indexing Module 
The requirements of documents indexing module is that adrnini trator can index a full 
text document to an index form and then store in the database. 
4.2 Non-Functional Requirement 
Non-functional requirements describe the constraints and re triction f the y t m that 
limit the choices for constructing a solution to the problem. The econ traint narrow th 
selection of language, platform, or implementation technique r t I . he f II mg 
non-functional requirement have been con idered for the query tran lati n , st 111. 
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4.2.1 Performance 
The query translation process will always look up to the bilingual dictionary. Therefore, 
the response time of looking up dictionary is greater contribute to the overall respond 
time. In order to solve this problem, an effective dictionary look up method must be used. 
The bandwidth connection between user PC and server, and also performance of both 
user PC and server determine the system response time. Since many users will acce to 
the system (server) simultaneously, hardware requirement of the server has become an 
issue. The server should have a better quality of memory and processor in order to 
increase the performance of the system. 
4.2.2 Maintainability 
System maintenance always requires more effort and time if the y tem i not well 
planned and designed at the beginning. System maintenance is a must for thi sy tem, 
just like any other systems, as it allows certain changes or modifications to be made over 
the system. For example, some better methods may be added into the query tran lati n 
process. Furthermore, natural language is always changing over the time and thu many 
processes involved will be changed a well. Therefore, source c de' and all the 
development phases must be documented. 
comments according to the standard. 
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4.2.3 Reliability 
The reliability of the query translation is determined by the bilingual dictionary and also 
the other language sources. The project will not expect a 100% reliability of the 
translation. However the system is doing its best to produce a promising reliability. 
4.2.4 Portability 
The system source code will be written in PHP scripting language. PHP engine is cross- 
platform and thus the system is portable as well. However, the recommended platform 
are either Linux or Window server. 
4.3 Hardware and Software Requirement 
The system will be implemented by using a server. The oftware and hardware 
requirement of the server should be specified in order to en ure the implementation of 
the system. Table 4.1 shows the summary of hardware and software requirement that 
have been considered for this project. 
Table 4.1: Summary of Hardware and oflware Requirement 
Development Environment 
• Standard input and utput • l 
devices • 
Hardware • Pentium 4 2.4 GHz proce or 
Requirements • 512 MB DOR DRAM 
• I 0 GB Hard Disk 
Software 
Requirement 
Runtime ~ n ironrn int 
• Pentium 4 
• 512MB 
o 
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4.0.20 • PHP Engine 4.3.8 
• PHP Engine 4.3.8 
• Internet Explorer 6.0 
• MySQL Control Center 
• Macromedia Dream Viewer 
• Zend Studio 
• Note Pad 
For client side, a web browser is needed for accessing to the Apache HTTP server. There 
have no specification for client hardware requirement. However, for a better 
performance of the client PC, a Pentium 2 PC is recommended. 
7 
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Chapter5 
svstem Design 
In this phase, the overall architecture of the system will be discussed. It include 
architectural design, data design and user interface design of the system. 
5.1 System Architecture Design 
The CLIR system uses three-tier client/server architecture due to few reason : - 
• Provides for more flexible resource allocation. Middle-tier functi nality crvcr 
are highly portable and can be dynamically allocated and shifted a the need of 
the project changes. Network traffic may be reduced by having functi nality 
servers strip data to the precise structure required before di tributing it to 
individual clients at the LAN level. 
• Having separate software entities allows for the para I let devel I m nt I 
individual tiers. 
• Modularly designed middle-tier code module can be reu cd by eral 
applications. Reusable logic reduces sub equent development eff rt 11111111111ze 
the maintenance work.load, and decreases migrati n 
application. 
ts v h 'tl S\ it hing Ii ·nt 
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The CLIR web site is designed as web-based client/server architecture. It has been 
divided into three-tier: applications layer, functionality tier and database repository. The 
first tier is the application layer that consists of all the necessary application. A web 
browser is the main application component that appears to the user (See figure 5.1). 
The middle tier is functionality tier. The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) plays an 
important role in the web pages transfer for the communications between the first tier 
and the middle tier. The functionality tier consists of the components that will be created 
to support the CLIR web site such as password verification, CLJR search engine etc. The 
scripting language for the system is PHP. PHP will process the request from the client 
and convert the result in HTML format. The user does not interact with the oftware in 
this layer. However, the validation of data is performed at this level and it i applied t 
the data that is either coming from or going to the web server. 
The third-tier is the data repository. This layer is all about the storing of data in My L 
Server. The data like stop word list, dictionary entries and documents are tored in the 
databases server. 
Server 
Web Browser t 
Apache HTTP 
MySQL 
Databas S 
P:HP 
First Tier Serond Tier nw. l r 
Figure 5.1: Thrcc-r icr Ii 'nt/s .rv •r ar ·hitc 'I ur 
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5.2 System Structure and Components 
Bilingual 
Dictionary 
Target Language 
Database 
QUery 
TraBlation 
system 
Retrieval in 
Target Language 
Database 
Source Language 
Query 
Dictionary 
Translation 
Target Language 
Result 
Information 
Retieval 
Syotem 
Figure 5.2: CUR system overview 
Figure 5 .2 illustrates the overall system architecture of the dicti nary-based LI R 
system. In this section, the focus is on query translation part. The part will handle th 
source language query until the structured target language is produced. 
As shown in Figure 5.3, the input is a Malay query; processed word by word and the 
output is a structured English query. The component hown in the figur 
are language identification, dictionary translation, abbreviation checking n-grarn 
handling and target language query structuring. 
5.2.1 Language Identification 
The first process would be the query language identif ati n. fler u er s ·11 Is his/It ·r 
query, language identifier checks the query language an I d t mnin 'S II th 'r it is 'ith 'I' 
nglish or Malay. If the query language is English tnrg 'I lnngung ~u r translnt r 
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will no process it in further but sends it to information retrieval module directly. In the 
other hand, if Malay language is identified, the query will be send to other processes in 
query translation system. 
Query 
Malay-English 
Dictionary 
Malay-English 
Dictionary 
Query Language 
Identification 
Malay Query 
Dictionary 
Translation 
Untranslatable 
Words Set 
Abbreviation 
Checking 
Untranslatable 
Words Set 
IR Module 
Structured 
English Query 
Target Language 
Query Structuring 
Abbreviation 
N-gram Handling 
Malay-English 
Dictionary 
Figure 5.3: rnponcnts or ucry Trnnslnri n SI 111 
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5.2.2 Dictionary Translation 
The Malay-English dictionary is the source used for the dictionary translation. It is a 
phrase-based dictionary and its coverage includes compound words (e.g. salahguna), 
phrase (e.g. kakak ipar) and inflection words (e.g. menggunakan). 
The system searches for a dictionary entry corresponding to the longest sequence of 
words form right to left of the query. For example, if the input query is "kepentingan 
teknologi maklumat", and if the dictionary contains "maklumat" and "teknologi 
maklumat", then the latter entry is chosen for the rightmost part of the query. Then, it 
searches for the entry with "kepentingan". 
5.2.3 Abbreviation Checking 
Abbreviation checker is the essential component 111 the sy tern. There arc many 
computer terms are abbreviated, and furthermore people used to use it as it i ea y-to- 
remember. Normally, abbreviation is not found in common dictionary. For this rea on 
the designed flow is that, a word will be checked by the abbreviation checker if only if 
the word of the query is not found in the dictionary. 
5.2.4 N-gram Handling 
N-gram based matching is one of the approximate matching re hniqu . lt u se I l 
handle words that are not found in dictionary (untranslata le 
text strings are decomposed int n-grarns, i.c., substrin is 
hniqu , 
\ hi h usunll 
consist of the adjacent chara tors of the text . trin s. lgranis ntnin tv in I rl'i.ir mis 
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three characters. The degree of similarity between the strings is computed on the basis of 
the number of similar n-grams and the total number of unique n-grams in the strings [25]. 
In this query translation system, digrams will be used for n-gram handler. Similarity 
values are computed using the following string similarity scheme: 
SIM(Nl, N2) =I NJ o N21 
INl uN21 , 
where Nl and N2 are digram sets of two words. I N l o N2 I denotes the number of 
intersection (similar) digrams, and I Nl u N2 I the number of unique digram in the 
union ofNl and N2 [25]. 
After similar words are found, dictionary translator will be used for tran lating them to 
English. Next, those translated words will be sent to English query constructor. 
5.2.5 Target Language Query Structuring 
After all translation has been done, translated or/and translatable word will g thr ugh 
this process. This process determines the query structure before it g e t the 
information retrieval part. 
5.3 Data Design 
them in database is that it can reduce the r sp nsc rim 
based dicti nary will u ually in rCASC sys: m r 'HP JlS time be .nus \ there m \ I It l r 
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designed as a web-based application, it will get worse if too many users access the file 
simultaneously and this kind of design will generate more clash. 
Table 5 .1 and table 5 .2 define the data used for the stop word I ist and dictionary. The 
table for the bilingual dictionary is named dictionary while the table name for 
abbreviation list is abbreviation. 
Table 5.1: Description of table dictionary 
Field Data type Description 
entry Id Int ID of the dictionary entry Not Null 
(Primary Key) 
myWord Varchar Malay word entry Null 
en Word Varchar The meaning of the Malay Null 
word 
digram Varchar Digram set Null 
Table 5.2: Description of table abbreviation 
Field Data type Description 
abbid Int ID of the abbreviation (Primary N t Null 
Key) 
abbreviation Varchar abbreviati n Null 
fullName Varchar Full name fit abbrcviati n 
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5.4 User Interface Design 
User interface design describes how the software communicates with the humans who 
use it. The web-based CLIR system user interface design is based on some of Human 
Computer Interface (HCI) design guidelines in general interaction, information display 
and data input. The design considerations focus on the effective general interaction 
between the user and the system, complete, unambiguous and easy understand into 
display as well as user-friendly data input medium.[24] 
Consistency 
The web-based CLIR system user interface design ta k consideration in the 
consistency of the interface for menu selection, command input, data di play and etc. 
For example, a particular icon shape is used to represent a single meaning. The ame 
icon shape that represents different actions or objects depending on the context will lead 
to confusion. The objects and operations provided are designed to form a minimum and 
consistent set so that the system is easy to learn and apply. 
Minimizing Memorization 
The operations in an interface are structured so that they ar ca y t under tand and t 
remember. For example, using one key or butt n B r all add perati 11 • i · 
remember that a number of different key for different type f add p rati n . 
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Feedback 
The system shows feedback to the user after a process is performed. Feedback is used to 
inform the user whether the process has been performed successfully. 
Error Checking and Handling 
The system presents itself from the errors that might cause it to fail. The system provides 
the error checking inputs and actions in most of the interactive applications. 
Permit Reversal of Actions 
The system web site allows the users to cancel or undo ome action in mo t of the 
interactive applications. 
Error Messages 
The design considerations also focus on providing the meaningful error mes age. The 
message should describe the problem that the user can understand. In addition, the 
message should provide constructive advice for recovering the error. 
Minimize the Number of Input Actions Required of the User 
The minimum amount of typing can be accompli hed by u ing them u ct .clc t fr m 
the predefined sets of input. Be ide , a "sliding cale" can be u ed t pe ify th" input 
data across a range of values. 
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5.4.1 Web Page Design 
Since the Malay-English CLIR system is a web-based system, the web page design 
considerations are taken into account. The web page design considerations are stated as 
the following: - 
• Create a rich and rewarding experience for the users. Provide a reason for 
them to be glad to visit again the web site. 
• Design an effective user interface to enable the users to be effective in 
accomplishing their tasks. 
• Provide a common and consistent look and feel across the application. The 
web pages should reflect a consistent font, color, image , page background, 
and page layout. 
• Give navigational cues to provide the proper guidance to the u er in their 
journey. Make sure the users are informed where they are going during the 
navigation. 
• Provide the user with a path at alJ the times. Do not create dead-end pag 
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5.4.2 Screen Capture 
Search 
I' ii 1 111 cf 1:1 f r rr 
Cross Lm1gm1.s;I! 1ufor111111ir111 Sy.1·rem 
For .\111/ay-E11glislr 
I t I 2 I J I 1 I <N~xt"> 
No litle 
Using APL in an Artificial Intelligence environment • II knowledge mgineelinq 
<,ySt('m d<'illing wit11 blogr.ipl1lc,1I <1.it.i 
The "18 bit crisis' - /\I rosoo1 chcs roJllZcd tl1Jt the 19 bit. dd1 e,, space of tl10 DEC-10/20 tcr~· s 
typical compulErs uccd In /\I "I~ woefi.1lly lnudcqu.:ilD Jnd hJ, ccriOu,ly l~dud 010 recent 
progrosc of/\!" (Fahlmon 1081 : 17) - hos moro tti.'.111 ever m ioo It ClcJr tli~\ /\I pro. .. 
Wdqht 
0 11140101 
2 A Mutliplc c:oop<·r.1tlng lllt('lli')mt Aqerus Proj<'cl Progres<, l((•port 
lntnlilgent robotics Is .J u~oful research vrhiclo for 1nvcct1giton of,, roJmb<.- of 1mprirt1f'1t 
subareas of l\rtlflclal Jnt1>lllgr11w. sooo oftlirv,n Jrc.;~ ,ro 1111Jgrut10n of m.JI pill ~-"n-~_·_a_~~---~------ 
Figure 5.4: CUR search page 
Figure 5 .4 shows the search page of the system. This page is the main part of the project 
where users can retrieve information through typing the Malay query in the text box. 
Administrator is the person who maintains the ystem. Admin can add ome other 
document by using the document indexing page ( ee Figure 5.5). c ide Adrnini trat r 
can change threshold value in the ame page. Un
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Figure 5.5: CLJR ad min page 
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Figure 5.6: Dictionary translator pog • 
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Chapter& 
svstem Implementation 
System implementation is a phase or process of converting a system specification into an 
executable into an executable system. The process of coding is started in this phase 
where it took most of the time in developing this system. 
The following subchapters will explain the development environment a well as the 
development of the system itself, some system coding and the coding tyle and 
approaches that applied in the Query Translation System a well as the integrated 
Malay-English CLIR system. 
6.1 Development Environment 
Development enviromnent has a momentous influence on the development fa y tem. 
It can be paced up significantly by utilizing the appropriate software and hardware. The 
following sections discuss the hardware and software tool u ed t d el p and 
document the Malay-English CLIR system. 
6.1.1 Hardware in the Development Environment 
The hardware configured for the devel pmcnt cnvir nm '111 is th' un I ·rt 1111 'I 'rn ·111 r 
the whole system. The hardware used in the , yst m irn] I ·111 ·ntnti n phase I In s :111 
important r le in realizing the final system nr hit' tur ·. 
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The hardware configuration of the development environment is as below: 
• Intel Pentium IV Processor 2.4GHz. 
• Memory-512MB DDR SDRAM 
• Storage - 3 GB of Hard disk space is reserved. 
• Standard input and output devices 
• Other standard desktop PC component. 
6.1.2 Software Configuration 
After hardware for the development environment is prepared, the first step i to in tall 
server and other related development tools. It is important to know the correct way to 
install an uncorrupted server so that the development can be done ea ier and without 
many obstacles. Below are the installation steps of the development erver: 
1. Install Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional 
2. Install Apache HTTP Server (Appendix A) 
3. Install PHP Engine (Appendix B) 
4. Install MySQL Database Server (Appendix ) 
5. Install MySQL Control Center (Appendix ) 
6. Install Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 
7. Install Zend Studio 
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6.2 Development of the System 
6.2.1 System Development Process 
Basically, the e-veterinary System is following a program development process that 
consists of 5 steps: 
1. Review the system documentation 
11. Design the system 
m, Code the system 
iv. Test the system 
v. Complete the system documentation 
Review the system 
documentation 
i 
Design the system 
i 
Code the system 
I 
i 
Test the ystem 
i 
Complete the ystem 
documentation 
Figure 6.1: ystem development procc s 
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6.2.1.1 Review the system documentation 
The program documentation that was prepared during the early phases needs to be 
reviewed. This documentation has the author to understand better of the work that need 
to be covered during the coding phase. 
6.2.1.2 Design the system 
After review the program documentation, the second level of program design needs to 
be completed during the system development where the author decide exactly what the 
program can accomplish. This is the process of what it must do by developing a logical 
solution to the programming problem. 
6.2.1.3 Code the system 
Coding is a process of writing the program instruction where this in truction implement 
the program design. The coding step actually translates the design specification to 
machine-readable format. 
6.2.1.4 Test the system 
During the level program testing, the program proce se actual dara and pr du c 
information on which user will be relying on. The testing inv Iv d most arc unit testing 
and integration testing. 
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6.2.1.5 Complete the system documentation 
Completing the program is essential for the successful operation and maintenance of the 
system. This documentation includes the system's user manual that may be needed by 
most of the customer as well as the system administrator. 
6.2.2 Coding Principle Applied 
Good programming skill helps in producing a good system and thus easier to maintain. 
There are a few principles need to apply when coding the program. 
6.2.2.1 Readability 
Readability is essential for future enhancement. Coding tyle and convention applied 
may strongly affect the readability. Codes need to be formatted to enhance 
understanding. 
6.2.2.2 Reusability 
Reusability is an important principle. It can be considered as a method f r impr ving 
product quality throughout the system development proces . Jn addition it al redu e 
the coding time as well as the testing and documentation time. 
6.2.2.3 Modularity 
Software with effective modularity is ca ier t devcl p be nu c un ti n ma 
compartmentalized and interfaces arc simpli ficd, Ind ·p ndcut Ill dul •s ur n:-;i ·r 
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maintain because secondary effects caused by design or code modification are limited, 
error propagation is reduced, and reusable module are possible. 
6.2.2.4 Good naming techniques 
All name given to variables, controls, functions and modules should provide an easy 
identification to programmers. This naming process was done with the right code and 
standard. 
6.2.2.5 Internal documentation 
Internal documentation in programming code is important to help programmer to have 
more understanding with the program. Basically, it refers to internal comment, which i 
provided as a guideline to help programmers to understand especially in maintenance 
phase. 
/** 
* Function Mame: stem._list 
* Takes a list of words as parameter and returns them reduced to their stems. 
* qWords can be either a string or an array. If it is a strinq, it will 
* be split into separate words on whitespace, commas, or semicolons. If 
* an array, it assumes one word per element. 
* return array List of word stems 
*I 
function stem_list( ~words) 
Figure 6.2: ornrncnts in oding 
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6.2.3 Programming Method 
Sub-systems in the system must be formed based on logical equitation, data 
requirements and sequences of function. Each sub-system must have at least one 
program. Coupling concept will produce modular programs, while binding concept will 
produce structured programs. 
6.2.3.1 modular programming 
Modular programming is a programming method that dividing a complex problem to a 
small parts to make easy to program. System is programmed using this method to avoid 
complexity problem and to make it easy to understand. 
6.2.3.2 Structured programming 
Structured programming is one way of regular and orderly programming. oding tep 
that is used in this technique were as follow: 
Branching command without condition were abolished, or at least minimized it 
used, in each program modules. 
Commands in program routine must bas on logical sequence to en ure that there 
is only one source of input to routine and out of routine. 
Each routine must have complete codes with under tandabl 111111'11!'. 
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6.3 Malay-English CLIR and Query Translation System 
This thesis is more concern in the method for translating a Malay query to English 
Query and its system development. After the system has done, it will be integrated with 
Information Retrieval Module to success and complete the dictionary-based Malay- 
English CLIR system. This subchapter will discuss system directory structure, functions 
that applied in this system and some SQL statements that used for retrieving information 
from the MySQL database. 
6.3.1 System directory structure 
Before the development start, the site directory structure has been designed and 
organized for ease of maintenance. In general, all the files, which have the arnc purp e 
will be put into the same directory. The images directory will store all the image file ; 
these includes directory will store all include files; the db directory will tore the file for 
database connection. 
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$···~ admin 
index.php 
$··C? db 
· :--· 6'i mysqlConnect.php 
• :..... 1 queryTest.php 
ffi·· IO images 
$··~ include 
!·····f.i dicTranslator.inc 
indexing, inc 
publicFunction, inc 
retrieval. inc 
stemmer. inc 
stop _word_list .txt 
'···· , style.css 
, !..... 1 submit.js 
$··t? retrieval 
! !..... 1 index.php 
tB··lO texts 
!· ··· /(/,i.J aboutus. php 
lndex.php 
Figure 6.3: System directory structure 
6.3.2 Functions used 
Table 6.1: List of functions 
Function Name Description 
dictranslator 
ngram 
dictLookU 
Parameter: user query (string) 
This function involves 5 processes: 
a. query language identification 
b. dictionary lookup 
c. abbreviation checking 
d. ngrarn handling 
e. target language structuring 
The parameter is analyzed and irnilariti f th param 't 'I'' ith 
the entries in dicti nary arc unt d and th' ntr s with hi iii •st 
imilarity will be returned. 
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Translate a Malay word e.g. komputer, or compound word e.g. 
salahguna, or phrase e.g. masa depan, sains komputer. 
Return: translated words set (array) 
InsertDoc 
InsertData 
countlnvert 
Count Weight 
retrieval 
getThreshold 
stemming 
bold Key 
Parameter: document ID (int), title (string) and full text (string) 
Insert all three parameter into table documents. 
Return: result of the SQL execution (boolean) 
Parameter: Index term (string), frequency (double), IDF (double), 
weight (double), file ID (int) 
Insert all three parameter into table indexs. 
Return: result of the SQL execution (boolean) 
Parameter: None 
Update the inverted document frequency of all index terms in table 
indexs. 
Return: result of the SQL execution (boolean) 
Parameter: None 
Update weight of all index terms in table indexs. 
Return: result of the SQL execution (boolean) 
Parameter: translated query (string) 
Retrieve or search the relevant documents by using the tran lated 
query. 
Return: retrieved documents (array). 
Parameter: None 
Send SQL statement to retrieve threshold value. 
Return: threshold value (double) 
Parameter: a set of words (string) 
Perform stemming proce s for all w rd in th w rd t. 
Return: stemmed word set (array) 
Parameter: full text fr tricvcd d um n! strinu , trunslaru I 
nglish query (string) 
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High light all words in full text of retrieved document which 
appear in translated English query. 
Return: full text with bold words (string) 
Parameter: array and total left most pop, n 
Combine all elements in array to become a string where the string 
array2str is without the n left most words. 
Return: string without then left most words (string) 
Parameter: None 
randValue Generate a random value 
Return: random value 
6.3.3 SQL statements 
There are several common SQL statements that used in the Query Translation System: 
For query language identification, 
SELECT en Word, myWord FROM dictionary 
For dictionary lookup, 
SELECT * FROM dictionary 
For abbreviation checking, 
SELECT* FROM abbreviation 
For Ngram handling, 
SELECT* FROM dictionary WHERE ngram !=NULL 
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Chapter7 
svstem Testing 
Testing is critical in uncovering logical error and to test the system reliability. The main 
objective of testing is to uncover different types of errors that exist while executing the 
system. System testing is a critical element of software quality assurance and represents 
the ultimate review of specification, design and coding. However, testing can only show 
that software defects are present. 
7 .1 Type of Faults 
Types of faults that can be found in the system are algorithmic faults, throughput fault 
and computation faults: 
7.1.1 Algorithmic Faults 
Algorithmic faults use to happen when a component's algorithm or logic fail to produce 
the expected output for a given input. This kind of fault is alway du t wr ng 
proceeding steps. 
7.1.2 Throughput/Performance Faults 
Throughput fault or performance faults use t happen wh 'n th' · mp 11 11t I s n ! 
produce an expected speed. me of these faults arc !1\,1' d b ill m i I\( r lin I (' 
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poor manipulation of SQL statements. When discover this fault in the system, the fault is 
being carefully observed and monitor continuously to ensure performance meet 
requirement. In most cases, the fault occurs during massive usage of database 
connection. 
7.1.3 Computational/Precision Faults 
Computation or precision faults are occurred when a particular formula is being 
implemented wrongly or the component does not complete a result to a required 
accuracy. These faults are being tested in component such as N-gram handler. In this 
system, all components are being checked and tested with dummy data to ensure the 
computation works accordingly with its situation. 
7.2 Testing Process 
In developing a system, testing usually involves several stages. An example of te ting 
process is shown as below: 
Module 
Test 
Integration 
Test 
Sub-s stein 
Te&t 
Figurc7. J: Test in process 
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There are several sub-modules need to be developed in other to complete the module of 
query translation system. Since there is more than one subsystem need to be tested, a 
well designed flow of testing is needed to ensure the integrity of the entire Malay- 
English CLIR system. In this thesis, a hybrid of bottom-up and top-down approaches has 
been used to make the testing for the entire system more effective and efficient. 
The bottom-up approach has been used from the beginning till the end of development. 
Whereas the top-down approach has been used after then entire system has been 
completely developed. The testing will then be carried out from top-level and narrow 
down to the lowest level. 
7.2.1 Module Testing 
Query translation module consists of several sub-modules. During the development, 
these small modules are tested to ensure that they function correctly. The module te ting 
is always done in a controlled environment. So that, the predetermined flow of actions 
can be taken on the module. The result produced by the module will be b erved t 
verify that it function correctly in most situation. 
Regardless of the application being developed (web-based r wind w-ba cl) the 
individual module and function has been te ted during c ding. The t st data i II be 
passed to that module and the re ult will be observed. The ornrn n ur ' f rr rs 
found are: - 
1. Improper r incon istent typing 
11. rroncous initializati n r default valu s 
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111. Incorrect variable names 
Inconsistent data types 
Overflow, underflow, address exceptions. 
IV. 
v. 
7.2.1.1 PHP script debugging 
The system is designed as a web application, thus testing is always a comp I icated and 
time-consuming task due to the lack of clear and specific error message. Therefore, there 
are several ways to simplify the debugging method: 
i, First, backup a copy of testing file. This is because, when testing take place, 
it is too easy to overwrite or delete necessary piece of code accidentally. 
11. Attempt to figure out which lines causing the error. Isolate the code by 
comment out those lines of code. Then, refresh the browser and see whether 
the error still exists. 
111. Print out the suspected variable and check whether the value is correct. 
7.2.2 Integrated Testing 
When one of the module has been fully tested, it will then be te ted al ng with th r 
modules, namely integration testing. This is to en ure that the interface among the 
modules are defined and handled properly. 
The incremental integration has been used fi r l ting. lt m ans that th .rc ill be Ill r 
modules integrated together f r testing fr m lime t time as m st f th im nr de ·1 p I 
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towards the end of development. However, the critical modules have been given priority 
to be tested and integrated early. The reusable or shared components are considered as 
critical modules. Basically, the integration test will be focused on these issues: - 
1. Interface integrity 
11. Functional validity 
m. Information content 
rv, Performance 
7.2.3 System Testing 
After query translation system and information retrieval system are integrated into one 
system, the system testing is taken place. A system testing is a eries of different te t 
designed to fully exercise the system to uncover its limitation and to measure it 
capabilities. The objective is to test an integrated system and verify that it meet the 
specified requirements. 
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7.2.4 Testing Check List 
Below is the testing check listing that done during the testing process: 
Table 7.1: Testing check list 
Testing Observation Error Result 
1. Language Identifier 
Insert a query where Malay Return Malay query No Passed words more than English words 
Insert a query where English Return English query No Passed words more than Malay words 
Insert a query where English Return English query No Passed words equal to Malay words 
2. Dictionary Lookup 
Put no input and type submit All entries in dictionary are Ye ixed 
button retrieved. 
Solved by using JavaScript 
to control the input. 
Insert a misspelled word Result not found No Pas cd 
Insert pencetak Return "printer" No Pa sed 
3. Ngram Handler 
Put no input and type submit 
button 
Insert a misspelled word - 
peencetak 
Message is prompted to ask 
user to enter an input. 
Return promising result - 
pencetak (similarity= 0.875) 
Similarity= 7/8 = 0.875 
Return "pencetak" Insert "pencetak" 
4. Abbreviation Checker 
Put no input and type submit 
button 
Insert a misspelled word 
Insert "pencetak" 
Message is pr mptcd t ask 
user t enter an input. 
Re ult not f und. 
Return "printer'. 
N 
No 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Pa eel 
Pa d 
Pass·d 
Pnss·d 
Pnss I 
Pnss'd 
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6. Query Translator System 
Put no input and type submit Message is prompted to ask No Passed 
button user to enter an input. 
Insert a sentence with many Return no result. Yes Fixed 
white space between each word Solved by removing extra 
white spaces. 
Insert a sentence with Return promising result (all No Passed 
misspelled word in it words including misspelled 
word are translated) 
Insert abbreviation Return full name of the No Passed 
abbreviation. 
Insert English query Return the original English No Passed 
query. 
Record respond time Less than one second. - - 
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Chapter& 
Svstem Evaluation 
Evaluation is the ultimate phase of developing a system and an important phase before 
system is delivered. System evaluation is implemented by more than simply comparing 
the information obtained with the information which is expected. It was related to user 
environment, attitudes, information priorities and several other concerns that are to be 
considered carefully before effectiveness can be concluded. At all phases of the system 
approaches, evaluation is a process that occurs continuously, drawing on a variety of 
sources and information. 
8.1 Evaluation on Query Translation System 
8.1.1 Evaluation on Applied N-gram Handler 
As discussed in chapter 2, common Cross-Language Information Retrieval y tern 
cannot solve the problem of untranslatable words. One of the olutions is to return the 
untranslatable word set to its query construction proces . However, there i an ther m re 
efficient and reliable way to solve this problem - N-gram meth cl. In this thcsi · di-gram 
method is implemented and it gives a good result. 
Two di-gram handlers have been developed and the nly diffcrcn is th numb r r ·sull 
returned - one returns the nearest w rd and the rhcr oner turns near st" r Is. 
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Table 8.1 shows the result return by thee two N-gram handlers with a set of misspelled 
Malay words. 
Table 8.1: Evaluation of 2 N-gram handlers 
Misspelled 
Result of second N-gram Malay word Result of first N-gram handler 
set handler 
computer komputer komputer 
minikomputer 
makrokomputer 
supercomputer 
putera 
peencetak pencetak pencetak 
mencetak 
telepencetak 
cetak 
petak 
titikus tikus Tikus 
itik 
tetiku 
titik 
titi 
mo niter monitor Monitor 
montok 
ton 
mnemonik 
tong 
From the result above, the second N-gram handler include all expected result. wever, 
it holds too many irrelevant result and this will eventually re ulting the IR y tcm t 
retrieve far more many irrelevant documents. Therefore, the fir t N-gram is h en fi r 
the Malay-English CLIR system. 
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8.1.2 Evaluation of Query Translation System 
The quality of a Query Translation system determines the quality of the whole CLIR 
system. In this section, the performance of the developed Query Translation system will 
be discussed. Below are 5 query set that used to test its performance: 
t. Masa depan AI (the future of AI) 
n. Teknologi kembara terkini (the latest mobile technology) 
111. Isu keselamatan dalam perdagangan elektronik (security issue in E- 
commerce) 
iv, Kebaikan dan keburukan Internet (advantages and disadvantages of the 
Internet) 
v. Robot pintar dan penglihatan (intelligent robot and vision) 
Table 8.2: Evaluation of implemented Query Translation y tern 
Query Result 
Masa depan AI [OJ 
future 
[lJ 
Analog Input Artificial Intelligence Al 
Teknologi kembara terkini [OJ 
technology 
[I] 
explore 
wander 
[2] 
now 
terkini 
Isu keselamatan dalam [OJ 
perdagangan I' meet 
to encounter 
to j 111 
I LI 
[I] 
co 
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safe 
south 
keselamatan 
[2] 
inside 
in 
deep 
[3] 
trade 
commerce 
Kebaikan dan keburukan Internet [O] 
goodness 
benefit 
[l] 
and 
[2] 
ugliness 
badness 
wickedness 
[3] 
to nag 
Internet 
Robot pintar dan penglihatan [O] 
robot 
[l] 
cunnmg 
sharp-witted 
smart 
clever 
[2] 
and 
[3] 
displacement 
penglihatan 
Table 8.2 shows that some of the queries are tran lated very well. I we er, th ire ar 
still consisting untranslatable words even thought all the word in u er queries d n t 
spelled mistakenly. This is due to the limited entries in the used Mala - ~nglish 
dictionary. These results will eventually affect and r du 
of the whole Malay- nglish LIR system. 
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8.1.3 Recall and Precision 
For this section, query set in section 8.1.1.3 will be reused. The query set will be tested 
on the Malay-English CLIR system. Firstly, the Malay queries of the query set are being 
used to retrieve documents from a document collection. The recall and precision for 
each retrieval process is recorded and the recall-precision curve is shown in figure 8. l. 
Recall-Precision Curve 
100 • 
80 
c: 
0 60 - • ·u; 
·c:; 
(I) 40 - • ... D.. 
20 • • 
0 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Recall 
Figure 8.1: Recall-Precision curve for Malay query set 
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After that, the English query set is also used to plot the recall-precision curve below. 
Recall-Precision Curve 
100 
80 
c 
0 60 'ii) 
'(3 
Q) 40 - ... a. 
20 
0 
0 
.-- 
• 
• • 
• 
40 60 80 20 
Recall 
Figure 8.2: Recall-Precision curve for Malay query set 
100 
The both figures above are not the generic curve that performed by other profe ional TR 
system. This might be the reason of limited document collection in database. However, 
the system provides a promising result and it should be able to get a better result if the 
enhancements suggested in latter section are implemented. 
8.2 Difficulty and Suggested Solution 
The success of the Query Translation system doe n t c me with ut pr blern 
and constraints. Much effort had been placed into understanding, radi ating, and 
solving problems encountered through the wh I c ursc f the syst m d • I p111 nt. 
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8.2.1 Problem in finding a better Malay-English dictionary 
In order to complete the Query Translation system, a Malay-English dictionary is needed. 
However, it is quite difficult to find a free and complete Malay-English dictionary. 
Eventually, a medium size of Malay-English dictionary with approximate 14000 entries 
is found. Though this dictionary has been very useful for the system, it is still a 
constraint which results the inefficiency of the query translation system. 
8.2.2 Insufficient of experience in PHP and MySQL 
In the early stage of implementation phase, there are learning curves with mastering to 
the chosen programming language. Furthermore, there is insufficient time to pick up the 
language. This result the learning and developing process was done in parallel. Although 
having difficulty in the early stages, however choosing to program in PHP proves to be a 
wise move as it is a very powerful technology to build a web based application. 
Problems were solved through research on related material online and referring to some 
reference books. 
8.2.3 Time Constraint 
The project time frame is very short and tight, as all the development and d cumentati n 
need to be done in less than 4 month . Since there are as ignmcnts and le turcs the time 
allocated for the development process is very ho 11. u rtherrn re, the a II atcd ti m is 
fragmented, as necessarily for attending lecture in the middle. 
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8.3 System Strength 
8.3.1 Acceptable for Both English and Malay query 
The system consists of a query language identifier which able to differentiate the query 
language. In other words, users are not restricted to use only Malay language. 
8.3.2 Manageable Threshold Value 
The system does not retrieve documents which have a very low weight. The filtering is 
done by giving itself a threshold value. This means index term with lower weight than 
the threshold value will not be retrieved. 
This threshold value is changeable. Admin of the system is the person who can modify 
the threshold value. This feature makes the system more flexible and useable. 
8.3.3 Systematic Error Handling 
User will get an error message if he or she submit a bad input or the sy tern it elf 
encounter technical problem. This let user more understand how the system works and 
the user will prevent themselves to repeat the action. 
8.3.4 Easy to Use 
It is relatively easy for the user to u e this ystem a no mu h ornplc linka 1 s. This 
Jets users know easily how the system functi ns. 
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8.3.5 Nice interface design 
The system integrated with a good and aesthetical interface template. With the CSS 
design and some graphics, users will feel more comfortable to stay around the page. 
8.4 System Limitation 
8.4.1 Limited document collection 
Due to the time constraint, system does not have enough documents in its database. 
Furthermore, the scope of the project is restricted in the field of computer science. Thus, 
the system is not yet ready for going "alive". 
8.4.2 Limited entries of dictionary 
As discussed in section 8.1.2.1, we need a more complete dictionary to get a more 
efficient and reliable Query Translation system. Due to its limited entrie , target 
language query are not 100% usable for retrieving information in the database. 
8.4.3 Slow indexing process 
The respond time of the indexing process is slow. This is due to insufficient rnem ry and 
CPU speed. In order to address this problem, a server with better hardware pecifi ati n 
are required for faster processing speed. 
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8.4.4 One Direction Method 
System allows users to use both English and Malay language as input query yet the 
retrieved documents are all in English. In other words, the system is Malay to English 
CLIR system but not English to Malay CLIR system. 
8.5 Future Enhancement 
Due to the limitation of this system, there are a few suggestions that may be useful to 
future enhancement of the Malay-English CLIR system. The suggestions are as below: 
8.5.1 More Documents Added 
It is very important to get as much documents as possible for the document collection. It 
does not make sense if the search engine searches documents in a databa e which ha 
only few documents. Therefore, the database should store as much documents a 
possible such that the CLIR system can search more relevant documents. 
8.5.2 Use A Good Dictionary 
In order to make the system more usable, the query translation y tern need a mpl tc 
Malay-English dictionary. This dictionary should be reliable and con i tent in the en e 
of its correctness of translation e.g. Dictionary from Dewan Bahasa Ion l ustaka, 
7 
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8.5.3 Better Method of Indexing Process 
The current used method of indexing process is quite inefficient. The process is low a 
it uses plenty of processes during the database insertion. Some other methods need to be 
studied for the modification (e.g. compression or other methodology). 
8.6 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
Besides knowledge on technical aspects such as Windows 2000 Server, PHP, web 
technologies and MySQL Server, there are also other valuable experience gained from 
working on this project such as: 
i. Being exposed to the real system development envir nm nt 
dealing with users 
11. Learn how to manage a project as in time and resource 
111. Concept on how to integrate and fully utilize variou technol gic int 
developing system 
iv. Experience on how to set up and configure variou techn I gic t b abl t 
serve as a live system. 
v. Learn to work independently 
vi. Cultivated kill in writing documentati n and r p rt 
VII. Boost elf-confidence elf-c teem and go d rnmuni ati 11 skill 
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8. 7 Review on Goals 
There should be certain expectation and objective achieved at the final stage of the 
project. 
8.7.1 Expectation Achieved 
The system had fulfilled the expectation stated at the early stage of the project. All the 
basic foundation of the system was being designed and implemented. Moreover, the end 
product met the criteria such as user friendline s, reliability, manageability 
expandability and so on. 
8. 7.2 Objective Achieved 
The system created had fulfilled all the requirements tated in the early hapt r 
/ therefore,' the objectives to establish the application had been achieved. 
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Appendix A: Install Apache 
1. Double dick "apache_2.0.52-win32-x86-no_f>sl-im.taller" in the Installation folder which you have just 
downloaded and unzipped. 
• 'Velcome to installation wizard for Apache HTTP Server 2.0.52 
Next> 
Check "I Accept" - Next > 
Next> 
• 
• 
• 
• Server Information : 
• Network Domain: Domain Name, Workgroup, otherwise use User' 
• Server ame: localhost 
• Administrator!"> Email: your email address - ext> 
• For All Users on Port 80 as a Service - Recommended 
• Setup Type: Typical:: Next> ·· ext> :: Install :: Finish 
Configure Apache 
I. Relllember when Apache was installed, on 'Server Information' we specified localhosr as 
Na1ne'. Apache was configured just to nm on default. 
2· 
Apache starts automatically after install You will <Jee this icon in the bottom right hand side of the 
screen. 
3· 
Now that Apache has been configured, let· s try it out. Open your web browser aud type http://localliost 
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4. You should see this after you have typed the address: 
'I~ you can see the above screen, it means that the installation of the Apache web server software 011 
tlus system was successful.' 
S. Well, let's make a little index file for apache to use every time you are in http:/ ocalhost 
• First, open the configuration file(httpd) - located in the 'couf' folder of Apache 
• Start > All Programs >Apache HTTP Server 2.0.52 > Configure Apache erver >Edit ... 
Search for Directorylndex then we will add little extra characters to that line. 
Follow the image below. just add iudex.plip and index.htm after index.html.var 
• 
• 
: is requested. 
:The inde .html.var file (a type-map) is used to deliver con 
Ir negotiated documents. The Mult1V1 ews opt ton can be used fo 
#same purpose, but it is much slower. 
Directoryindex 1ndex.html index.html.var inde .php 1nde .htm 
Search for DocmnentRoot and then modify 
: DocuinentRoot: The directory out of which you will serve your 
#documents. By default, all requests are taken from this directory, but 
# 5Yrnbol!c links and aliases may be used to point to other locations. 
~tRoot "C:/Pmgram FilesU\pache Gmuph'\pacl1e2/htdt)¬ SS!!. +- Remove this hue and add the following 
DocuinentRoot "D:/web" 
Se.arch for Directory and then modify 
:This should be chanqed to whatever you set DocumentRoot to. 
~ "C:!Pmgram ~1lestApach0 Grn1JptApach02Jhtdocs"> +- Remove this line and acid the follo\.,.1ug 
irectory "C:/web"> 
• Save and Close the file. 
• Stop Apache and Start Apache again. 
lest the Apache configuration 
I. Make a folder named 'web' under your [D:] drive. 
2· 
Add au index file in the 'web' folder 111 your D drive. (you ca1111<,e any html ile 011 ere: ted m the 
Previou5 tutorial) 
3· S~\·e ti · d · ,, 1 . d I I t ie 111 ex file as index.hnu :: mdex.htm : 111 ex.p 1µ or w in ever exrens: 11 
Ill d"fy 0 1 thecouffilefor pache 
4· 
1'yµ filtp:/lloc, lhof> aud OU will '>CC the index Jo, d d in ll! !OW I 
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Appendix B: Install PHP 
1. Unzip the folder "php-5.0.3-Win32", rename it to "PHP" 
2. Copy and paste into C:\ 
Configuring PHP 
I. Go into folder 'C:\PHP\ find file 'php.ini-recommenrled' 
2. Rename this file to 'php.ini' open this file, look for "exteusiou=php_mysql.clll", remove the ': • in front 
of this statement. 
3. Copy 'php_mysql.dll' from folder 'ext' to C:\PHP\ 
Configure PHP for Apache 
~-Open the 'hrtpd.conf" file that we opened earlier configuring Apache. 
Start->Progr:uns- •. -Apache HTTP Server 2.0.47-;.Coufigure Apache Server-» Erlit the Apadie 
httpd.conf Configuration File" 
~Go to the line or search for 'Add I'ype applicarion/x-tnr .tgz'. Below that line add the following: 
ou can copy and paste them. 
ScritJIAlias /php/ "dphp/" 
1~dType applicatiou/x-httpd-pbp .php 
A.1 dT)11e application/x-httpd-php .php3 
A.~dT rpe application/x-httprJ-php .hrm 
A •~Type application/x-httpd-php .hnnl 
thou applicatiouh:-httpil-php "zphp/php-cgi.exe" 
3 s · ave and Close the file. 
lesting PHP 
1· 
If your apache was still ruuning while you configured php then shut it down and restart 11. 
~-~ts go ahead and test php with a simple line. 
4· 1 Pen. otepad by clicking 'Start' > Programs Accessories :\~otep. 11 
· yPe Ul (don't forget to include·~. and? ) 
<:_? 
· echo phpinfoO ?> 
5 s 
6: oave the file under 'c:\web\test_.php' . ' 
Pen your browser and type this at the Iocarion b x hltfl:/ o · lho~t/t st.php' 
You. ·11 W1 see the followin screen: 
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PHP Credits 
Conflciuratlon 
Appendix C: Install and configure MySQL server, Admin, 
Control Center 
I. Do~ble click "mysql-s. I .7-e5sential-win"' in the Installation folder which you have ju t downloaded and 
t1112ipped. 
• Welcome to Setup" izartl for )[ySQL Server 4.1 ... 
•· Next> Click 'Complete" » Next > Install 
• Sign in for a My ql.com account if you do not have one. 
• Type in re-quired information and click next. 
• Tick the MySQL Configuration now'> Finish 
• Welcome to the ;\[ySQL Sarver Instance Configuration Wizard 1.01 
• Next Click "Standard Configuration .. 
• Next Install As Windows Service " Uncheck "Launch the M qi enter automaticall " 
• Next> Type in you root pas<;word >Check "Root ma only connect from the locr lhost" 
• Next' Execute ,., Finish 
2· ~ouble click "mysql-admin.istrator-1.0.14-win" in the ln<>tallatiou folder which you he ve just 
ownloaded and unzipped . 
• "ekome to Setup Wizanl for :\Iy QL Aclmiuistralor 1.0 ... 
Next , lick "I Accept the .... " Next Next 
Lick "Complete" Next , Install Finish 
• 
• 
3 lJ . 
· 1121p the fold r "my'>qlcc-0.9.4-wiu 
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• Lets go ahead and unzip the file, double click the installer [mysqlcc or Setup]. 
tin 1~ • Hjt•1:fll •II )'<J I 
bd«1t1Wtrq11"it """"-"'"' 
1"1A-1r 
..U.J1J 
Welcome to the MySQL. Control 
Center tnstallation Wizard 
Next-> "I Accept:" Next->:: Next c> ;: Next->:: Next - :: Next->:: Finish 
OpenMySQL 
1. Start MySQL Control Center 
• Start All Programs -> to start My ~QL onrrol enter 
At first you are prompted with a dialog to register an existing server . 
Fill the dialog box fields with the following information provided by the image then dick 'Add' 
• 
• 
ConaolA llor rn< H ro1J:>..y1 ~ rrht< l:JHO 
Gene1<1I I M1•SQL Options I l"lAt<b~··· I s~·1• npth"I< 
N.,., ~y~QL 
H~N~e~lo~cd~h~M~=-~~------'"-.....-==-~.......,.__,;.----__._=o;..---.-=;--==""'-......._ ..... ....... __... 
Ut19<N<rrerro-o~t ~~~-~--~~~~~~-~~~~---~~~--~~-~~-~~-~ 
rO}.i~YOll.J i:,'::,~'::*"'°' --====="---_;.;;..;.;;;;===="----.;....---..;;..;;"""'"'""=--;.;.;;oo....__.... .... ....., ...,.. 
Pat lms ii 
1 •ble ro~1oval method 
I>' SHOW Tt.FLF ST~TUS 
Op~11ris 
~ Uic Co11-1c~oiun 
r Bloctn9 Clu•r 
"' Cornpblion 3'ld S}rl • H 'hhghting 
""''•1!11· 
Ma-.e lh~ tbYtr lht Utltut \.crnK'llOn 
r Uo•o1 o"twcl' ~Ii ~onnool lo thi1 wver en •I~ l"P 
• 'onn ction . 11rl 1l su c s'fnlly 
Co1111ect to the server : rlilecl • 
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2. Double click on 'l\IySQL' to Query the database. It turns immediately to a green triangle where there is 
a red pixel. 
t\Wi•@mt•mm•f'lmml·cmi 
§} !;;ongofe Qptions HotJ5:eys Window .!:!efP --- -- - - 
lile '.'!iew ~ction Holt~ 
~I~l~~ · r )( l re] 
MySQL 
Proper~ , 
Connected 
Date Create 
Date Modifie 
Fields E nclo 
Fields S eper 
Has Syntax 
Host Name 
I:. ..... T ....... : .. 
3. Configuring users and permissions 
MySQL Contl'ol Center 0.9.·l·beta ~ [C 
• {;onsole .Qpliom HotKeyl ~indow l:!e 
MySQL 
P1operty 
Connectec 
Date Dea 
Date Modi 
Fields Eno 
Fields Sep 
Has Synt 
Hott Nam• 
Linea Ter 
Pl"llrt 
• 
Double click on 'User Atlministrntion' ro see all the users that can acces the server . 
So what you have at first is what the image below shows. We are going to have only one 
user and only one. Its going to be 'root' with n password which will be used m th t 'Sf script . 
• 
• Right click on 'User Admiuisrratiou' and select 'New User' and fill ming this data. 
Make sure you have a password] 
'All Privileges' is checked, 'Witb GRA.~T option' is checked, and' luhnl Privilea s' cbecked 
and also type a password for the account! then click 'Ac lei' then lose 
MAKE SURE YOU HA VE A PASSWORD! 11 Al\1D THAT PA ~S\\ ORD WILL BE 
ffiE MY QL TE T RIPT I get a lot of people genrng error 1h11t their c, npt me n 1 w 1 
and the reason is a password that is not added in the test script. It sa clearl 1 on the script 
comment-., but some user just miss it. 
Retlo :ultl of my QL s rver 
Fim delete the server 'mysql'. Right click 'mysql' then delete and lo th pioernm 
• ~ontole .Qptions Hot~eys ytindow .tielp 
• 
• 
• ince we deleted that erver 0111 th account 'roorw th ur 'p. ssworrl' will 
in short b the on! account t g1v 11. "" t Ill L thee , fte1 
•bl t W 11.. I 
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• Now, lets redo the addition of mySQL server again, Open mysqlcc. Immediately you are prompted 
with the 'Register Sen-er' dialog inside of mysqlcc. 
All the necessary options will be checked except for one. Check 'Prompt for password' and fill 
out the rest of the box with the following information then click 'Add' 
• 
s t'4nlCl'e 0.Cm If~ 't{ntinw l:ldo 
I 01t1itblnt I s-0~1 l 
P IJ»; iJ 
1.a.,.- ...... 111~ 
Ir: \iiO'w IAIJLC sr.1i111s 
Oi:1.>n1 
~ u t 
r l>.noll 
ltr c.itn~rdS,.-0.H~"ll 
f 
p Mo!-.~ .. ,., •ic 
• Double click on 'myserver' you will be prompted for a password to connect to the database . 
TI1e password is the one you et up earlier ... just type it i.n and you are immediately connected 
Drop to 'User Administrntiou', delete all the users except for 'root@localbost'. lose the 
program and open it again. You are prompted with the password ... type it in and you are connected 
to mySQL and you have only one user available to access mySQL and that user is 'root' alone. 
Cut and Paste the following code into 'unroparl' and save it as 'c:\web\test_mysql.r1hp' 
• 
• 
'?php 
~connect to the database server 
db::::: mysql_ connectf'Tocalhost", "root", "password"); 
//frepon the connection failure or success 
I (!$db) { 
ec~io "There was a problem connecting to the database."; 
exit· } . 
if (Sdb) { 
echo "Databac;e connection successfully!"; 
eictt· } . 
? 
• Run 'http:/lloc:ilbost/te~t_mp1Jl.11bp' 
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APPENDIX D: USER MANUAL 
Introduction 
Malay-English Cross Language Information Retrieval ystcm (Malay- 
English CUR) is a web application information retrieval ystcrn that able t a cpt b th 
Malay and English queries as users' information reque t. 
The main feature of this system is to retrieve the most relevant d cument that i 
corresponding to the user ' requests. 
System Administrator Page: - Document Preprocessing and Indexing 
(i) Document preprocessing and indexing 
[itorP ln1lt'X J. 
C'rtl\\ /,t1/l}:lltlg1· fu/11r11111t11 II \11/('111 
F111 \fol111 / 11~/1\11 
L\Jd ' 'h ~· • • kl k 0 0 0 
( llpU.111:..J 
Ahout us I 1. 11.w 1 nqli Ii < 1 11 
Fi ure D. l: uick Doc um nt Pr proce 'ing and J nd » Ing Pug 
Instructions: 
I. Ii k n th •'lull nan! ·ht xc lhc filc 
'Ii ult 11 t .h · th' Iii . ikc sure lh · ·h : •11 Iii' i.· in 
th ~ rrnat rt xt!il 
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2. Then, click on the 'Store Index' butt n. When the ind xin pr ~S 
is done, the system will alert you with a wind w me sag a wn 
in Figure D.2. If the elected file i pr cessed the sy t m will al rt 
you with another window me sage a h wn in ~ igure .3 
---------~----- 
Microsoft Internet Explorer ~ 
Document Indexs Stored Successfully! 
Figure D.2: window me sage hows them ind d ucc full 
---------------·----.-..- ~·- 
Microsoft Internet Explorer ~ 
This file is already in the database I 
Fi zure 0. : wind w m age how the fit, L· air •ttdy in th, database 
r w can th r file u i 'ht pr 
4. a in th 1 a ' ', u 11H1st 
W i ht utt n. If n I, th i11 1'1' I I ·11111 '111 fr· [ucn 1111d' i 1hL' 
arc n t u 1 d 1 t xl. s s , u 11 HI • u us ' I h in I x i 11 1 I r · ss n t 
II 
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5. Firstly, click on 'Update IDF' button and wait for it to process 
completely. Once the process done, you will be alerted with a 
window message as show in Figure D.4. 
6. Then, click on 'Update weight' button and wait for it to pr c 
Once the process done, you will be alerted with a window me gc 
as show in Figure D.4. 
=--- 
Microsoft Internet Explorer ~ 
OK 
Done 
Figure 0.4: window me age show the procc is don cornpl t ily 
7. Then, you may clo e the page if you wi ht . r y u may pr d t 
browse more files and repeat Step 2. 
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(ii) End-User: Search Page 
Cros» lt1t1J(llltK<' lnfm11111111111 \1 \(t·111 
For 1111/m· l.11gli\h 
Search 
QuQry: 
Re1ult per P~g'3 : 
IS orchj 
/\hm 11 11-. 
v ,, J d 
Instructions: 
Figure 0.5: car h Pag' 
I. Type y ur inti rrnati n r que t r query in the input ar a. If n t u ill 
pr mpt d a wind w m age a 
-------== 
Microsoft Internet Explorer ~ 
Please type in your query. 
1 igur ~ D.6: ' indow 111 \ sng • to shO\ 110 quer ls pro ldcd h user 
2. n I' Ill •ri111 lit' i11 Ill) l(i 11 I 'qlll'Nt l Ill 11 ' •Ii ·I tll · '.' • 1r •h' lrnll 11. 
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3. After a few second, the result will be di played as Ii mrc sho · in Fi nn 
D.7. 
Crt111 l.1tt11(1tllJ!r l11f11r11llt1io11 \1 11•111 
F11r lft1ltJ1·-f t1)1/11b 
Search 
Q ·ry kepsnunqen sistem komput r 
I I 111 11 ll<I 
No llt11• 
I\ M •d1 ul Optrt.1l111q Hoo111 l11lcrt1~l10118y t1111 
/'>,~,,rtul 0 "'orl';;H.HJdN lup lU 1 r1 t ~lo:>k!tJ tuf 
to1111Jutcr • '-''P"' ~ •l ~1 u, OR Cv b-~) r 1 m IJO.il to pr O•K 
:: :> lncll1111tlon of <;di I rs to m.1jor l11 lnlorm1!1011 !.y~tr111 or c 111putt-1 Mi 11 
tl I r),r 
3 
I\ r-.1u1tl Sy'>l~·111 Ari ly ,., of Do urn ·11t 1m I I n111 Sll d11J11 tor Bl ml I ~~di> I' k 
I\ ( 1111 .111 
r 11111111111•r 
r11 1 , r JI 
11 111f111l.lliOll 
tttt11put1·• 
Ah )1 tl IJ~ 
Wd ~It 
0 
o.~5110 
t)OIZ4 
II II ' !iO 
I II I l J! 
v 
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4. Click on the title of the document y u wish t view. 
5. If there is more than I page f results, Ii k n th numb r link r r 'Pr ' 
or 'Next' linker to navigate to that page. 
6. If you wi h to find m re document with an thcr qu ry pr b 
repeating Step I until Step 5. 
vi 
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Appendix E: System Coding 
<? 
II retrieval/index.php 
11 System root document 
$rootDoc=$ SERVER['S RV R_NAM '); 
11 Dir where text/doc stored 
$textDir = $root0oc."/texts"; 
II Load library 
include ' .. /db/rnysql onnect.php'; // connccti n t My QL db server 
include ' .. /include/ temmer.inc'; 
include ' .. /include/dicTran lator.inc'; 
include ' .. /include/retrieval. inc'; 
include ' . ./include/pub! icFunct ion. inc'; 
if(' 1ssct($_R QUE T('scarch ubmit'])){ 
$string= mysql_e cape_string( _R Q 
$ tring = replacetSstring, "_"," "); 
T('query')); 
?> 
~!DO TYP H M p 8 I ".//W //OT llTM 4.01 runsit! nul//E " 
http://www.w3. rg/TR/html /I . e.dtd"> 
<:html> 
"head> 
<:f lllc> earch</t itlc> 
°'tncta http-equiv=" orucnt-Typc'' ntcnt "tc t/html; harsc i · • 85 ·I"> 
:'"1~ href"'" .. /includc/srylc.css'' r I "stylcshc t" type "tcx css" 
cnpt language "Jnva ript" 
functi n ch kF rm(){ 
if (cl cumcnt.scar h.qucry, aluc.l ngth I { 
alert('Pleru e type in your query.' ; 
d cumcnr.scar h.qu ry.f cu'); 
return false; 
} 
else { 
d cumcnt.scar It.submit(); 
<:/ Cript> 
<:/head> 
bocty> 
table width "800" align " ntcr" bu I r "fl 61 01) " <>tr::. "' 
tel c lspan "2"> 
· table' idlh " 
tr 
"// DOI 
11 ( ,0, ,O" width ''600'' 
till xwf" 
''111 h" 
"'I I Ii •1111 Hi/\ h •k\l I\ ' 11 I h" "' dlll "(tf)I)" 
ltd 
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</tr> 
<tr> 
<td><img src=" .. /images/ltnc.gif" width "800" height "5"> 
<object classid="clsid:D27 086 ~·A ·60-11 cf-9608-444 510000;, 
codebase="http://download.macromedia.com/pub/shockwave/c11bs/f1nsh/swnnsh. nb/lv rsi n 6, , ,0'' wl hh "X00" he1ght=="57"> 
<pararn namc="movie" valuc=" ../images/seMch.swr• 
<pararn namc="quality" value "high" 
. <embed rc=" .. /imagcs/scarch.swf" quality "high" 
phluginspage="http://www.macromedia.com/go/getOashplayer" type "appli ari n/x-sh k\ n c-Ila; h"' idth=" 00" 
eight=="57"></embed> 
</objec 
</td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<ltd> 
<:/tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="530" valign "t p"> 
<table width="530" heigh -"I 00%" class=" tatu text" align="ccnter"> 
<form name="search" mcthod=" T" acti n "<!= RV· R('Pl IP_ • F')'l>" > 
<tr> 
<td align="right">Qucry :<ltd> 
td><input type "text" name "query" size "50" aluc "··'/ string? ":-.tyl " tatu: tcxt"></td 
<td align "lcft"><input type-"submit" value " or h" n lick " he kF rm()" <ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<rd align "right">Re ult per Pagc : /td 
<td colspan=vz" ali 11 "left"> 
? 
pt ion 
i (iss t 
arrny("5", "10", "15"; 
R • Tl'total h ' 
R· h cd']; 
else 
s lcct d '10'; 
<fir> 
</table> 
<input typc="hidden" valuc=" ubrnit" nam " CM h ubmit"> 
</form> 
<ltd> 
</tr> 
<:/tr> 
<td> 
<:.? 
if(i. Cl( _R ·Q · Tj'scnrch 11b111it'] ){ 
result arrny()· 
rov S II ftl ( ; 
'tring pr•g r plu c('/["a-1 -Z0-9- ]/', ", ~l1 ing); 
else 
if(issct( HI: LJl' 'I [\t 111'J) 
~1U1t Rh lJl~.Sl1'11l111'J; 
\(HI( O; 
h\ct( Ill· Ul·S l 1'1 t 1ISh \\ l'l 
h 111.'.'ihn" I • HI· llJI·.' t!'tnt 1ISl1\ll\ d'j, 
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$startTime = microtime(); II microtime before retrieving 
$result= dicTranslator($string); 
$text=""; 
for (Si=O; $i<sizeof($rcsult); Si++) { 
for ($j O; $j sizcof($result($i]); Sj+t ){ 
$text.- Sresulr(Sil[$j)." "; 
$rows= retrieval($text); 
II $respondTime is calculated by differentiate the 2 micr time. 
$respondTimc - micr tirne_diff( starrTimc, rnicr time()); 
$results= array(); 
II $re ults is an array that stored the result that g ing to display. 
for($i-$ tart; i <$start $t tal bowed && rows[Si) I N it ) { 
array u h($result , r w ·[ i]); 
$begin= 0; II the number f first result rctricv d f the page 
$end= O; II the number f last re ult retrieved f the page 
II set value for begin start if there number f result 0 
if( total Displayed> 0 { 
begin stnn t I; 
end start + I tal Displayed; 
$c unt= begin; 
::~le Width==" I 00%" heigh -"I 00%" class::'\•pucing2" bgc 
<td col pan="3" bgcolo -"#7 92A "> 
<table width=" I 00%"> 
"# 6DODA" 
tr> 
td class "Iramet xt'' nli )11 "I fl" 1 kith " 0%"> cttrch Hcsults</td 
td tnss " tntusrcxt'' align "ri ht" 1 idth "70%" 
R ~11lls • b '? begin."·". nd? •./b 
f r ? string." - ''. re p nd'Timc? sc 
<"./td> 
</tr> 
/tnbl, 
.qtd> 
"/tr> 
It 
td I pan " " h ight " 0" ~Id "/tr> 
"? 
?> 
.. Ir 
( lt>tnl I O){ 
· td c:ol\p 111 "l" 1111.tn '' • 1111 ·1 '1 ·In" "fi1H11 f 1 I'' I "!in~" • p . 
hnk~1 p.1 if tllkl'I I 
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echo Slinker; 
?></p> 
<ltd> 
<ltr» 
<tr> 
<td colspan="3" heigh -"20">"/td> 
</tr> 
<tr class="topic"> 
<td align="center" width~"5%"><b>No</b> /rd> 
<td align="center" width="70%"><b>Title</b> /td> 
<td align="center" width="25%"><b>Weight</b>"/tcl> </1r> 
<? 
foreach ($results a $line) { 
$title= $1ine['title']; 
$weight= $1ine['weight']; 
$fulltext = $line['full_1ext'); 
$bolded = boldKey($fulltex1, keyW refs ; 
$bolded text=""· 
forcach ($bolded ~ $bolded_ word){ 
Sboldcd jex: ... $bolded_w rd· 
Sbolded jext .=" "; 
} 
Spos = strpost b lded_text, " b>"); 
$11 = O; 
II $11 i total char between first b Id_ w rd and it pre i us 
II nearest fo 1· t p. 
fir($i p s-l;sub1r( b ldcd text, i,l)l ''." ·$i--){ 
11-i t; 
if($p - n > O){ 
b ldcd_te t subsrr b ldcd re r, p s- 11, 00 ; 
else 
b lded_lc t subs!~( 
td align "ccnrer" luss "stmus: • t" 
Id> tab! 
Ir> 
cunt t F! /td 
/tr> 
<ltabl 
<:/Id 
</ <tu align "center" cluss ". tulu~t • t" tr:. 
tr 
Id id "t pi link" n lucf "http:// 'l tcxlDir."/". 1ill '.".t t"'! " 
tnrgc1 \''_blank\'' target \"_11 ' \" ? till·· </u <ltd 
ht'! ../td 
td "/Id 
</ "td align ''I f " las. '\tutu~tcxt" Ir.> 
'Ir 
• td hpun "2" hci•1J11 '' 0" .Jtd "llr.> o 
'/ 
·11. 
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<td colspan="3" align="center" class="frametcxt" id "link"> 
<p class="statustext''>Results Pagc.c/p> 
<p><? 
?><Ip> 
<ltd> 
</tr> 
<? 
echo $linker; 
}//end if (total doc> 0) 
else { 
?> 
<tr> 
<td col pan="3" heigh "20" class "topic" align "center">Re ult Not Found</td> 
</tr> 
<? 
?> 
</table> 
<? 
} 
?> 
<ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<rd heigh "150"></td> 
</tr> 
tr> 
<td col pari-"4" align "center" id "t piclink"> n hr f " .. /ob utu s.php" A ut S ts» /td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
td 
img src "../imngcs/lin . iif" width "800" h ight "5" 
<img src " . ./imngcs/bnnncr.jpg" \ idth "80 "height " 2"> 
/td> 
</tr></table 
<!body> 
</html> 
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<? 
II admin/index.php 
II Load Libraries 
include ' .. /db/mysql onnect.php'; //connection Lo MyS L db scrv 'r 
~nclude ' .. /include/stemmer.inc'; 
include ' .. /include/indexing.inc'; 
lllclude ' . ./include/publicFunction.inc'; 
set_time_limit(O); //set time limit to infinity 
if($_REQUEST['action') = 'updatcIDF'){ 
//calculate the value of inverted term doc and store the data into the databa e 
$result_update_i = countlnvertQ; 
el e 
if ($result_ update _i) 
echo "<scrip alen('Donc')</script>"; 
echo "<scrip alert(' ailcd')</scrip "; 
if($_R QUE T('action']-= 'updateWcight'){ 
//calculate the value of weight and store the data int the database 
$rcsult_updatc_ w untWcight(); 
else 
if ($rcsult_update_ w) 
cch " scrip alert('D 11c')</scrip1 '': 
cch " scrip alert ' ailed')</. rip! "· 
if (is ct( _P Ti 'thre. h Id ubmit')) { 
$ncwValue _P T('thr sh Id']; 
query " POAT, tblnam 5 thresh Id ' ncv Valuc'"; 
result mysql_qu ry( qu •ry); 
if( result){ 
1 me agcThrc. ""'" ' thre h Id nlu i · updated su c ssfullyl Then w thre h Id aluc is 'fi nt co 0 -rcd>$ncwValue</ri nt>"; 
} 
else 
m ssag hrcs " c' threshold is not updated su cssfullly "; 
l!Wt 
if(· 1011 upload Iii butt 11 is lick d 
ISSCt( p T[' pl ad'] { 
II cu crate a rnnd 111 Ii le id ri r th' upload •d do 1m1c111 
do id n111d 11111 ( ; 
.td ·ti": 
ltltno th 
if d 
11111 Ill I\(}, th I 11) 1(111\ I JI 
){ 
"fl1 ibl •111. upl wl d t I• I\ 1 •111 I •11 th": 
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//If the type of document is not text file, the program exit 
if($document_type !="text/plain"){ 
$message= "Problem: file is not plain (ext"; 
//If the document i failed t be upl adcd, the progrnrn exit 
if (lis_uploaded _fi le($document)) { 
$me age= "Problem: possible file upload attack"; 
//open and read the file 
$fd = fopen ($document, "r"); 
//get the contents of the document 
$contents - fre<ld ($fd, filcsize ( document)); 
//elo e the file 
felo e ($fd); 
II ct the title of the document uploaded 
$docurnent_narne = substr( d cumcnt name,O,· 
if'(lis 
uterus); 
II tern the c ntcnu 
Ssrcrnrncd ntcnt stemming ntcnts); 
//If the c ntcnts nrc stemmed and r tum din urray 
if(is_arrny($ tcrnrn d_ ntcnt) { 
fi reach ( 
f nrray 
If"· . 
//Assign the text fthc tc tareas I th· nriublc , tcmmcd tc t 
stcrnm <l re 1 Iring; 
II onv It the l.lrin or stcmm d re t t an erruy 
if( !is_array ~tcmmcd_tc t)){ 
11tc111111cd re 1 ~plit("I ,;\n\r\t) t ",tr i111 stenun d t • t ): 
II on the arr 1 fr 111 t1·1 
sort( ~tc1111n d t •:t); 
II Ct the number r I rd' in th. urm 
count count \tc111111td t • t ; 
II \'ltrr1t the s 1111 w rd. in 1 dl u111 tH 
c uut sim I: 
for r ); r- 'rl ti \fl illtll d I' t ; If I){ 
lib d •I.Hiii, th 111 t \\!I I h I 11\Ulh ., \llllll tr II ll'11 
bin '11n 1111c: 
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//the current element of the array 
$element= current($stemmed_tcxt); 
//compare the current clement with rho 11cx1. clement 
//if they are similar, count the number of similar words 
if(strcmp($element, next($stcmmcd_tcxt)) 0 && blnSim){ 
$bin im true; 
$count_sim++; 
} 
cl e { 
$blnSim =falsc; 
if($count_sim >I) 
final unt count sim; 
else 
final ount I· ' 
$count_ irn = I; 
//calculate the frcqu ncy f'sirnilar terms and st r the duta into the dnta u~c 
if(I bin im){ 
I rrn_frcq $lino) 
result lnscn 1110 fr q,"","", d c id): 
c ho" RIPTLAN A ~\"Jo 11 ript\" 
wind w.stntus 'D 111111:111 Ind s t red uc cssfully!'; 
<I RIPT>"; 
} 
cl c { 
RIPT A A \"J 1 o ripn"> 
window.staru =' hi file i already in the data ascl'; 
</ RIP "; 
I 11 r t .0 I rn11si1itinr1I// 
h 'lid 
11h.:11t "11.1. t/html; hnr~ •t is RI\ t l '' 
"st I ·~It· •t'' I J l' ''t ti ,, .. 
. ~I I I 
{ 
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.style9 
{ 
font-size: x-small; 
color: #333366; 
} 
--> 
</style> 
<S RIPT language JavaScript src " .. /incl11dc/subrnit.js" ryp 1 x [nvns ript 
<IS RIPT> 
</head> 
<body> 
<table width="800" heigh -"I 00%" align="ccntcr" bgcol "II 6000/\" <tr> 
<td> 
<table width="700" bgcolo -"# I DODF"> 
<tr> 
<td width-="734"> 
<div align="center"> 
<object clas id="clsid:D27 DB6E-A 60-11 cf-9 B -44455 54 000" 
~Odeba -"http://download.macromedia.com/pub/ h ckwavc/cabs/rla h/swflash.cab# er i n ,0,29,0" width-"600" ie1gh -" 122 "> 
<pararn name="movie" valuc=" . ./images/tirle. wf"> 
<pararn name="quality" value "high"> 
Pl . embed src=" .. /irnagcs/tiuc.swr" quality "high" 
h ugin page=="h1tp://www.111acr mcdia.com/go/getflashploycr" type "appiicml n/x-sh ckv ave-flush" width "600" eigh -" 122"></cmbcd> 
/objcci 
</div> 
</t<l> 
</tr> 
tr 
tel> img src " . ./imnges/line.gir' width "800" height " " •ltd 
</tr> 
</tab I 
</(cf> 
</tr> 
tr> 
<tel> 
<table id-"indcxing" width "I 00° o" heigh! "I OO'Yu" nlign "center" 
111 h <form name= "upload" cnctypc "multipart/forrn-dam'' acti n " '? et Od=="post"> 
tr> 
ERVERl'Plf P • ·l.F'J?>" 
rd align "center" • font color "red" <'] . mcssngc? · /toru · ltd • 
td> /t<l 
td <ltd. 
</tr> 
tr 
rd align "center" el11" "stntuxtcxt" • 
div- 
'~pnn cln" "vt le9" -Uplond new lilc:· /sp:111 • 
· iupu: type "hidden" 1111111c "~1 X Fil F Slit~" vuluc "1000" • 
• input 11:1111e "document" t pc "file" · 
•/div• 
ltd 
. td •. ltd • 
• td " ltd • 
:/tr 
. Ir 
. Id" ltd• 
'Id · /td 
• td nll1111 "cent •1" •• ,, 1111.'f "Jn' '' ·11p1·ht11lJplrn1d()" 1111 ~' · " /t111,1~ '' ,11Ind1 • ti" hu1d •1 "()" 
• 111JHll t p' "h1dd •11" 'ulu "t Jplo.1d thh I I 11' 111111 • "lJphHtd" / 1 ·ltd 
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</tr> 
</form> 
<tr> 
<td align="centcr" colspan-"3"> 
. <input type="button" bordc "O" value " pdare IDF" 
onchck="location='<?=$_SERV R('PHP _S • LF')?>?action update I OF'" 
. <input type="button" bordc -"0" value " pdntc Wei ht'' 
onchck="Iocation='<?=$_ R v R('PHP _ LF']?>'?:tction updatcWcigh1'" 
<ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td colspan="3" align="center" class-"statustcxt"><? $mcssngcThrcs? <ltd </tr> 
<tr> 
<? 
;:hreshold = getThrcshold(); 
<form method="po t'' action="<?- _ • R VF.R('PI IP_ LF']? " 
<td col pan="J" align="centcr" clas -=" ·t<Jtu text"> pdatc thre hold value: 
<input type="text" name="thre h Id" size~"5" value=" ""' thrc h Id?>"> 
<br> 
<input typc=" ubrnit" namc="thrc h Id ubrnit" valu " pdate"></td 
</form> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td colspan-" "nlign-"center" id "topicllnk'' 
1.1 hrcf " . ./ab utus.php" Ab ur s <i« 
hrcf""" . ./rctricval/">Mnlny- nglish 
I 
IR<la></td </tr> 
</table> 
lid> 
</tr> 
<tr><tct I· · 1c1ghto::" 15"></td></ir> <!table> 
<;/body> 
<lhtinl> 
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<? 
11 include/translator.inc 
~************************•••••••••**************************** * fu ti * nc ion name : ngram * 
parameter : $input • 
$input - Untranslatable word (string) * 
Parameter $input is analyzed. The similarities of the input 
with the entries in dictionary arc counted and the entry(s) 
with highe t irnilarity will be return. 
* return array nearc t words ct • ***h **************************•••·····························1 
* 
fu · nction ngram ($input) { 
global $tblnamel; II table name for dictionary 
II Query to MySQL 
$query=" T • R M tbluarne l "; 
$result= mysql_query($qucry); 
II Variable initializati n 
$output =array(); 
$temp= array(); 
$word army(); 
Sbuf .. array(); 
$inputNgram =array(); 
$max irn O; 
II Ngrarn input word nnd put it as 1111 nrmy rm 
for ($i=-:O; $i< strlen( input) - I; i+t 
array_push( inputNgrnm,substr( input, i,2))· 
II valuate similarity f th input w rd and ' rds i11 di t 
while ( line= mysql_ etch army( result) { 
dicNgram army(); 
$dicNgram = c pl d (" ", line('ngram'J ; 
I* 
• 'imilnrity 
• [input gram (int rs ct ion di N mm] . . 
• [in] 11tNgrnm (uni n die irnml 
* 
•1 
di I illl1 
si11uh1111 , Ill I~. 1111 f 
1• 
• 1 h ·1 ' 11 'pt ~'1hlht th 11 th' ii lw t ''"th 1l 1n t 
+ ll llhllt' \\\\111\ 111 !111~ 'ti \\Hild I jl\l htd ilHtl 
• l 11! f I \\ llh \II 1lllw1 1ip 'I l!iill\, 
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*I 
if($similarity =$max im){ 
array push($buf, $line! 'enWonJ' I); 
/* 
* However, if there is higher similarity, previous sror d word s) 
* will be cleaned and then rho higher sim word will b nddc I. 
*/ 
el cif($ imilarity > $maxSim){ 
$buf= array(); 
array u h($buf, $linc['cnWord']); 
$maxSim = $ imilarity; 
I* Translated words normally con ist of synonym r w rd sense . 
* These ynonym and word en c are seperated by';' and '@'. 
•1 
for ($i=O; $i<sizeof'($buf); $i++){ 
$temp exp) de(' ', buf] i)); 
rd n sc); 
utput, w rd); 
return $ urput; 
!••··· . . . func1· • ion name : ngram2 * 
• Pararnetcr : input * 
$input - ntrnnslntnble w rd string) • 
a Sarne bjcctive with ngram . he nly dlffcrcn is 
that the total stored trnnsl H d nc111c~t 1 rd kc p 
variable kc p can be m rifled t any numb r). 
• 
• 
* • • return *••••• array neore~t 1 rds set • .............................•••.•......•.•..........•..• , 
funcr 1011 11gru111 ( input){ 
gl bal tblnarncl ; II table 110111' for di riou 1 
fl q11c1y tu 
query 
rc~ult 
thln111wl'': 
U
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$word = array(); 
$buf= array(); 
$inputNgram =array(); 
$1astSim = O; 
II Ngram input word and put it as an array form 
for ($i=O; $i< strlen($input) - I; $i ) { 
array ush($inputNgrarn,subw( input, i,2)); 
II Evaluate imilarity of the input word and words in diet 
while ($line= my ql_fctch_array($rcsult)){ 
$dicNgram =array(); 
Stemp= array(); 
$dicNgram =explode(",", linc['ngram')); 
1• 
• imilarity - [inputNgrurn (inters ti n) dicNgraml 
• ... --- -- - .. --- --- - --- .. 
• [inputlvgram (union) dicNgraml 
•1 
die gram) ; 
1• 
• The bcl w pcrari n st res kc p w rd s) int a bu r. Th 
• cl mcnts (entries) arc ord red by similarity (ns cndin ) . 
• 
• Note: kc p i. n . o s I t d ' rd(s) v ith kc p highest similarity. 
•1 
1• nly 
• N tc: 
•1 
if( irnilariiy > lat im){ 
1• 
bull 
• 
• bull 1 •I 1 2 I 
•1 
~ r ( 
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for ($i=sizeof($temp)-1; $i > 0 && sizccl(Sbuf) k cp: $i-- ){ 
array _push ($buf, $tcmp[$il); 
$bufSizc = sizcof($buf); 
if ($bufSizc ==$keep) 
$last im $bufl'$bu izc-t l['sim'l; 
I* Tran lated words normally consist of synonyms r w rd senses. * The e synonym and word sen cs arc scpcraicd by';' and'@'. 
*I 
for (Si=O; $i< izeof($buf); $i ){ 
$temp= explode(' ', bufl. i]['enW rd']); 
f reach ($temp as $word en e){ 
if ($word cnsc I-""){ 
Sword xpl de(';', w rd cnsc); 
$output= array_mcrgc( urput, word ; 
return utput; 
!••··· . *****••·················································· 
• function name: Dictionary kup • 
• Pararn~ter : Sinput • 
$111put - ntranslatablc word string) • • 
Tran late a Malay w rd c .. komputcr, r mp uncl w rd c.g 
~al~hguna, r phrase e.g. mru n dcpan, ains k mputer. 
anable $keep can be m tifi d t any number). 
• 
• 
• 
• • 
return *••• array translated w rd ct • ........................................................... , 
function d' ICt 
gl bu! tblnamc I; 
Sbuf array( ; 
temp array( ; 
utpu: nrra o· 
query 
rcsu It 
tblnnm •I V I ll·Rl·.111 1d ' mput'"; 
0 { 
!"" I Hln~l.11 
• 1 hcsc ' non ., 
·1111 
bu I 
Ci 1 •;1 h l ul '' " 11 IS~1h { 
ir " " I "' ! '"'){ 
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for ($i=sizeof($temp)- I; $i >= 0 && sizcof($buf') "kc 'J; H{ 
array _push ($buf, $te111p($i]); 
$buf ize size f( buf); 
if($b11f'Sizc $k cp) 
$Inst im lll1~$b11 -ll['sim'l: 
I* Translated w rds normally on. ist of syn nyms or v ord : nse .. 
• These syn nyms and word s ns s nr sepcrntcd b ':' and •ei1•. 
*/ 
for ($i O; $i<sizcof( bu(); $H+){ 
$temp cxpl dc('({J.I', buf] i](' nWord'] ; 
forcach (Stemp as word n c { 
if($w rd cnsc ! ""){ 
word explode '; ', ' ord en e); 
output array merge( utput, word); 
return$ utput; 
, .............•.....•.......................................... 
• fu · • n ti n narnc : 1e11 nary kup • 
• parameter : input • 
• input - mmnslatn le w rd (string • 
• Trnn: lmc n Mnloy , rd c.g. kornputcr, r compound word c. solnhgunn, r phrase c.g. mnsa dcpan, sains komputer. 
variable kc p an cm tifi d t any number). 
• 
• • • 
• 
' r I ... uni array trunslru cl' rcls set • ............................................................ , 
functi n dictL k p( input)l 
gl nl tblnam I; 
bur am1y(); 
tc1np urrny(); 
output 01 m ( : 
query 
result mysql qu• 
1blm1111 •I \. l ll!R E 111y on.I ' inp111"'; 
): 
if(m sql 11u111 1 ' s( n:~ull 0 l 
/• 11.111~1 itnl wo1d · 1101111111 crnsl~t of, n n 111~ 1 wo1d ~Cll\ s. 
• ·1 h ·~' s nnn 111s nnd woi d • en · ·s 111 ~ '1 tnilcll by ':' 11111.I '(i1 •• 
+/ 
'llh 
huf 
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$temp= explode(';', $word cnsc); 
$output= array_mergc($output, $t 'mp); 
return Soutput; 
1······························································ * function name: <lie ranslat r • 
* parameter : $ Iring 
$ Iring. user query (string) 
Proccs cs in this function: 
a. Identify the language of the query 
b. Dictionary lo kup 
c. Abbreviation becking 
d. Ngrarn Handling (use ngrnm() (sec function ngram( 
c. Query structuring 
.. 
• .. 
• 
• 
• 
• * ./etum 2 dimensional array stru lured nglish qu ry • 
·····························································1 
fu · nc11on die ran lat r ( Iring){ 
II Variable initializati 11 
gl al tblnnrnc I; 
global tblnarnc · 
utput array(); 
temp a1111y 
$en O; 
my O; 
II The string should b 11 en d into nrrny for better mnnipulntion 
input pl d '', string), 
ctv c n words. This is d nc 
mcnt in input 
L){ 
tu my pu~h( temp, 1 rd); 
input temp; 
rc thnu t tnl o Fnglhhtcnn und 
re th1111 I t 11 ilny tc1 m ound 
• R '~ult: 
• If quo Ion 
* Jf qu 'I 1(111 
I 
fb1cu h ( 
, H I 01h ·r tli 11 11u1 lo k11p pr ·e's 
1111 ·h1111tlt u111111111p111 11i11 ( .111ns 
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$result= mysql_query("SELE T •FROM Stblname] wu ~R-: 111 
if (mysql_num_rows($result) > 0) 
++$my; 
if($en >$my) 
$language 'EN I 11'; 
clscif ($my> $en) 
Slanguagc 'MAL/\ Y'; 
else 
Slanguagc 'MAL/\ Y'; II mnlay query L dcfnult lnngu g 
if (Slanguage ', N LI H'){ 
orr::iy_pu, h($outpul111rrny(" string")); 
return output'; 
elsei f ( language 'MA /\ Y'){ 
II Do while input is 11 t empty 
while (sizcof(Sinput) > O){ 
translat d urrny(); 
input ize ·ize f( input); II riginnl size f $input 
~ r ( i O; $i sizeof( input); Hi { 
string orrny2~tr($inpul, i ; 
kup ( cc diet • 
• Further Inf : 
• If found trnn: lntcd 1 rd, put it to structure target Inn un • qu r y 
• ~lsc n result return d, g I nbbrcvintion h c in 
if size f( translated > 0){ 
array ush( output, translat d); 
for ( j O; j· input izc- i· j t+ { 
army_p p( input): 
break; 
I: 
if( i site re input .f • 
1• 
• Pio css: bbrc i 111 11 h • k111g 
• nditi 11: input[] i~ l 111t 1110. I 1 ord nmJ u11tm11\l uuble 
• R '\Ult: 
+ lfobbr j Iii n ii\ found, IO query COllSllll ti 11 
• ~lsc 11 r ·suit rcturuc I. 140 to N ru111 hand Jin ., 
0 { 
thin 1111 • \ I ll•RI. 1bbrc 1111 n ' stnn i'": 
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$row mysql fi'I h obj "I( 1 s111t); 
$full cxplod '('; ', 10\ • 1l1ilN 1111<'); 
$f'u11Num• n1rny s11'( I 111, O); 
$fu11Nnmc, " s11inA": 
arrny p11sh($outpu1, in 1 (" .. 1'1111 nrn '")); 
111 rny p p( inp111); 
else { 
1• 
"' Pro ess: Ngrnm 11 ndling 
• ondltion: input]'] i. Inst rn 
• and n t Ii und in ... 
• Find the ncarc t ' rd(. ce ngrarn ), and bring both 
• ncarc: t word( and the untran latable to query structuring 
•1 
ngrnm 
temp 
ngrnm( siring ; 
army(); 
for ( j 
array _push( temp, tring); 
nrruy w>h( utput, $temp); 
orrny_p p( input); 
utpu: nrray r rse( utput); 
r turn output; 
} 
!••···························································· • fi . 
• unc11 n name: die runslat r2 • 
• Pnranictcr iring • 
• tring - u er query ( tring) • 
Pr C'scsinthisfun Ii 11: 
a. Identify the Innguu e fth query 
b. Dic1i nnry I okup 
c. Abbrc inti n hccking 
li. gram 1 lnndling (u sc 11 111111 ) (sc • f1111 tion ngr 1111 )) 
c. Query ~II 11 ·t11ri11 
• 
• 
... 
• • 
• 
• • 
•• ~~uni .'inglc dim 11,1,i nul 01r1 ~tnr 1u1 ·d ·n81i~h qu •1 • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ++•+••••••I 
• 
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Sen= O; 
Smy=O; 
II The string should be converted i1110 urruy ~ r bcu •r 111 mipulnrlon 
$input= explode('', $siring); 
I* Mainly to remove extra while spn ch tw •11 w rds. This is lone 
* by removing empty elem nl in inp111 
*I 
forcach (Sinput as $word){ 
if($word I N LL){ 
army push($1emp, word ; 
$inpu1 =$temp; 
I* Process: ucry language idcn: i ficat ion 
• Is MALAY if total f MA A Y term found m re than total of Engli h term found 
• Is •N LI H if total of ·nglish term found m re than t tal of alay terrn found • 
• Result: 
• If query language is MALAY, g t other dicti nury I kup proces 
• If query language is N LI H, return the riginal input tring (Sstring) 
f reach Sinpu: as w rd){ 
result 111y ·qJ_query(" 
if my~ql_num rows $result) 
i f en; 
tblnamel WJI ·R • enWord LIKE ''Yii$word%'"); 
f rca h ( input as $w rd){ 
r suit my ·qJ_qucry(" ' T • 
if(111ysql 1111111 r w,( result) > 0) 
ff my; 
tblnamc l WH R • myWord UKE ''Vi1$word%"'); 
if( en my) 
language '· N LI 11'; 
'MALAY'; 
cl e 
language 'MA A Y'; // rnalny query is d fault Ian u 1 • 
if ( Inn unge I 11'){ 
nrray_push( output, ~trin~): 
return 111pu1; 
·lscir J iugun ' '){ 
I CtnJ)l 
O){ 
ii rt ): 
:.it· I input); II 01 i 111 ti w • tl input 
r I I O: ~11 •nf 
'"Ill 
it I { 
111p111,. I); 
t• Pm '":I 1 ·t1t111111 I 11~up .'·•di ·11 oo~lJpO) • 
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* Further Info: 
* If found translated word, put it to s1r11 1111'11)r '1 h11lA1lil," 111 '1 
* lso no result return d, o 10 nbbrcvinrion she 'kinA 
*/ 
$translated diet ok p($string); 
if (sizcof( Ir 111sln1 d) O){ 
break; 
else 
if($i sizeof($inpur)-1 & izeof] tran lnted)=O){ 
I* 
• Pr ccss: Abbrcvi ti n hocking 
• ondition: inpui]'] i. lrl! t m t word and untran latable 
• Result: 
• If abbreviation i found, g to query con nruction 
• ·I c no re ult returned, g to gram handling 
•1 
query • FR tblnumc4 Wf-1 · R • abbreviation '$11tring"'; 
result mysql_query query); 
if(rny1>ql num w~( result)> O){ 
else { 
1• 
"' Pro css: Ngrum I lundling 
• nditi n: input[) i last rn t' rd and uni , nslatoble 
• and n t f und in ubbrc inti n lii.t ... 
11 nun 11 r 1rn( win ); 
tc1111 nrm 
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$output= array _reverse($output); 
return $output; 
} 
~-··························································· : function name: dicTranslator3 • 
• Parameter : Sstring • 
• $string- user query (srrin • 
Proccs cs in this function: 
a. Identify the language of the query 
b. Dictionary lookup 
c. Abbreviation becking 
d. Ngram Handling (use ngram() (sec function ngrarn 
e. Query structuring 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•• ~cturn 2 dimensional nrrny structured ~nglish query • ....................................••...................... , • 
function die ranslaror3 ( tring) { 
II Variable initializati n 
gl bal tblnamc I; 
global tblname ; 
utpul array(); 
II he string sh uld c nvcrtcd int nrrny f r better manipulation 
input c pl d (' ', , tring); 
I• Mninly to remo e c trn 1 hit !>pa c b tw en rds. 1 his is d no 
• by r rn vin empty elem nt in input 
•1 
forcn h input as 1 rd { 
if( 1 rd I LL}{ 
nrrny_pu ·h( temp, v rd); 
input mp; 
r ·th tn 101111 f Fngli~h tc1 rn ~ und 
r •th 111 I t ii of ti l !Cr Ill fi und 
• Re. ult: 
• lf query lnn 
• If query 11111 ·~~ 
f I Ill 
fi rcuch 
(" I· I I·. "I • Ht 
rc~ult 0 ti 1111111 •I \ llFlrn en rd l JKI~ ·~ '' rd0 "': 
1181·1 I· I'• I H 
. I' lllt () 
~.. . " . 
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if (Sen >$my) 
Slanguagc » '12N 1~1 11'; 
clscif($my >$en) 
Slanguage 'MA LAY'; 
else 
Slanguage 'MALAY'; II mnlny qu ry is ti fnult I ngu gc 
if($1anguugc '1.N LI I I'){ 
arroy_push($outpul, nrrny(" . tring" 
return Sourput; 
cl ci f ($language 'MA A Y'){ 
II o while Sinput is 1101 empty 
while ( izcof($input) > O){ 
Stranslatcd array( ; 
input izc = izc f( input); II riginal rizc f $input 
fi r i=O; $i<sizc f( input); i ){ 
siring array2s11( input, i ; 
1• Pr cs : Di 1i nory kup ( 
• 
• Furth r Inf : 
• If f und tmnslntcd v rd, put it t stru turc rarge: longuugc query 
• lse n result returned, go I abbrcviati n checking 
•1 
trnnslntcd di 1 
if(sizc f( trun: lnted > 0 { 
array _push( utpur, trunslatcd); 
r ( j ; j input izc- i; $j I t 
urroy_p p( input); 
break: 
else 
if ( i 
1• 
O){ 
• Pr ccss: Abbr' inrion he king 
• ndition: input(] is I 1\I 111 t '· rd und untrnns] uuble 
• H 'Mrll: 
• ll'ubbr • i 1ti n is found, go to query c nstru Ii n 
• Else 11 1csult 1ctu111 •tl, to grum hundling 
•1 
qucr 
I '~UJ! 
thlnum ·I wiu-n ubbrc i 1t1 n ' 'tring'": 
if Ill -.qi tl)i 
lliW 
1\111 
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$ful1Name = array2str($full, O); 
$ful1Name .="$string"; 
array _push($output, urrny("$1'u llNnm '")); 
urrny pop($i11p11t); 
else { 
I" 
" Pro ess: Ngr 1111 I I 1ntlling 
" ondlrion: input]'] i. lit t most w rd ntl nm ml. 1. bl 
• nnd n t found in bbre i ti n lh1 ... 
• 
query stru ruring 
ngrarn ngmm2( rring); 
temp array ; 
array u h( temp, S tring)· 
array u h( output, temp); 
array p($input); 
utput arrny_rc rsc( output); 
return utput; 
} 
~ . • f . 
1 unc11 n nnmc: di ranslat r • 
1 Paran1 t r : string • 
Mring. user query ( tring) • 
Pr cs cs in this functi n: 
a. Identify the language of the query 
b. Dicti nary I kup 
c. Abbrc ioti n he kin 
d. gram I fondling (use ngram () (s 'fun ticn ngni1112 
c. ucry xtru turiu 
• 
• 
• 
• • • 
I • 
•• ~~uni ingl dimcn i 1101 array stru tur1.:d ·nglish query • ................................................................ , 
u i 1bl i1111inlin111u11 
nl tbl11u1111J; 
HI tbl111111 4; 
(111[1 (); 
); 
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II The string should be converted into array for better manipulation 
$input= explode(' ', $string); 
I* Mainly to remove extra white space between w rds, This is don· 
* by removing empty element in $input 
*I 
foreach ($input as $word){ 
if($word I N I,,){ 
array push($1emp, Sword): 
$input= Stemp; 
I* Process: uery language identification 
• Is MALAY if total of MALAY term found 111 re than 101, I 
• Is EN ISH if total f English term f und 111 re than 1 tnl • 
• Result: 
* If query language is MA A Y, got I her dicti nary lookup proc 
* If query language i N LI H, return the riginal input string ( • tring) 
•1 
foreach ($input a w rd){ 
$result rny·ql_qucry(" ·I~~ T* 
if(my ql_num_r ws($rc ult)> 0) 
Stblname l H R en\ ord LIKE '%$word%"'); 
} 
foreach ($input as $word){ 
result mysql query " ~ 
if(mysql_nuni_r ws( result 
r I $my; 
+ten; 
R M t lnamcl JI R myW rd JK '%$w rd%"'); 
if( n> my) 
language ' • N I 11'; 
Is if ( 
' ALA '; 
else 
lnngun 'MA A ';II molny query is default lunguu • 
if ( language.,.....' 
ar ay push Siting); 
return 
els if language 'M Al.A ')( 
II I o v hilc input is 1101 empty 
' hilc sizcof] input > O){ 
translated nrrn (); 
input i1c :.i1co i11p111 ; II I ip.1nnl ,j,' r mput 
~ r i 0; 
i): 
1• Pr ·css: Di ti nnr l i..up Sc d1 ti I. Jp( • 
ll(I I l(llCI '/ 
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$translated= dictLookUp($string); 
if (sizeof($transluted) > O){ 
Soutpu; nrrny m r c($011tp11t, t1nnsll)tct1): 
for ($j 0; $j $input ize-$i; j I I)( 
nrrny pop($ lnput); 
} 
break; 
else 
i ($i sizeol($inp11t)- I && sizco rran: 1 red) 0) ,. 
• Pr ccss: Abbreviation h king 
• ondiri n: input]'] i. In. t most' 
• Result: 
• If abbreviation is found, g t query con truciion 
• lsc no result returned, got Ngrarn handling ., 
query " ·LE T • R M tblnam \ H RE abbreviation= 'Sstring'"; 
result mysql_query( query · 
if'{rny qi num_r ws result > O){ 
r 1 my ·qi_ etch bject(Sresult); 
$ 1111 c pl de(';', r w->full ame); 
fol!Nom arruy2 tr( full, O); 
fullNnme. " string"; 
nrrny pu.·h( utput, full ame); 
array p p( input); 
} 
lse { ,. 
• Pr css: Ngrurn H ndling 
• nditi n: input[] is last m l-1 ' rd and urumnslatnble 
• and n t found in abbr viation li~t • 
• ind the nearest word(s (see ngram2 'ond bring b th 
• near st word(s) and the untrnnslotnbl t query stru turing 
ngrnm n n1m2( string); 
temp array(); 
r r ( j ; j slz ngrnrn); j"f-l ){ 
nrrny push( t mp, n rn11 [ ')): 
11 rny push( t ·mp, . tring); 
outr ul tmny merge( utp11t, temp ; 
111 ruy p p input : 
utput arr 1 re ·111c utptll); 
l"I: 111111 111 put; 
} 
Un
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11 include/publicFunction.inc 
ii Get treshold value from database 
function getThreshold() { 
global $tblname5; 
$result= mysql_query("S ~LG T"' Fl~OM $1bln111n 5"); 
$row• mysql_fetch objec1($res11lt); 
return $row->threshold; 
ilR eturn stemmed word 
function tcmming($input) { 
$stem= new temrner(); 
$ tcmrncd = $ tem->stem_lis1($inpu1); 
return Sstcrnrncd; 
1uBol.d word in text if word= keyword 
{ nction boldKcy($tcmptcxt, $keywords) 
$temptcxt= splil("[ ,;\n \t)-1 ", lrim( temple t ): 
keyW rds plit(''I ,;\n\r\t) +.", 1ri111( keyW rd ); 
for( ids); it 1 
{ 
1); j 
substr( ternpK Y' rd, ,2) 
1 mpicxt] j] " b tcmprc q j] :/b ": 
} 
lse 
temple t [ j) temple t [ j]; 
return 1 mptc t: 
11Co · ~ n1b1nc all I rncnts in nrruy to become u 1itring unc1· 1011 nrruy2~ti( 1umy, 11){ 
utput ""; 
' h1le n :;i1 ()I 
"ou1put. 
11111 )){ 
tin I ( 11 ~I].''; 
h:tu111 output; 
th' \l''!ll~'ll' 't t \\tll!f Ill l ~ ttf 'II'~ 11111~ 
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function reverseStr($string) { 
$temp= explode('', $string); 
$temp= array _rcverse($temp ); 
return array2str($tcmp, 0); 
llG eneratc a random val uc 
function rand Value() 
( 
$Date= datc("Ymd"); 
$rand Value= (lnt)((9000000. I 00000 1 I) • rnnd() I • Dnte i 10000000 : 
if($randVnluc O) 
$rand Value (Int)(· I • Srandvaluc); 
return Srand Value; 
II B ·1 
f ui d a drop down list 
unction HtmlPrint elect($ pt ions, $sc1Namc, sclc tcd){ 
CCho'<'I sc cct name "'.$se1Namc."'>'; 
foreach($options as $ va 1) { 
echo '<opti n value '", val.':"; 
if($va1 - $ 'elceted) 
echo' selected'; 
echo '>'.$val.'</ pti n>'; 
echo' /sclcc1 '· 
I 
!/Ali $a( 
funcr any hor or punctuation mark) in. tring input urc r placed by b 
ion rcplacc($input, a, b){ 
$handle= c pl de( a, input); 
lllput un . 
for ($i-O; $i 
1< 
count( handle); Hi) { 
if ( i c unt( h:11aJlc)· I) 
ulput , hnndl '[ i]. b; 
if ount( hnndlo). I 
output . handle] i j; 
return output; 
I/ t'h~ ~ . 
a ~tn le ti 11 1\ '"''' 1111:' 111 0111 ti1hl 
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function isExistlnTable ($data, Sfield, $table){ 
Ssql ="SELE T *FROM $table WH ,R, $field 'Sdurn'"; 
$sql_result • mysql_query($sql); 
if(mysql_num_rows($sql_rcsult) > 0) //if tho d HI\ found in the tnhle 
return tru c; 
else 
return frilse; 
II Function that provide prtge linker 
function page inkcr($1 talRcsult, $totn1PerPngc, $tnrg t RL, 
Ssrnrt, request tring, 'start', pc;rP ge tr='perpage'){ 
$1 ITMLcode ""; 
$resultcdHTM code - "": 
for ($i=O,$j=I; i <$total Result; 101alPcrPagc, j++){ 
if($i start){ 
$H MLc de.= "I j "; 
$currcntPngc j; 
$prcviou = ""; 
ncxt= ?"; 
$totalPerPagc)."& I crPug 
thi · at fir t re ·ult page 
tu IP rPagc > 0 { 
$pre ious . " a hrcf \"". target R ; 
pre ious . '"? start t ".( 1· 
tr t tnlP rPn c''." request tring\" lt;Prcv&gt; /a "; 
} 
II do n t d this at la t result page 
if i 1 1 wlP rPngc totolRcsult){ 
"<n href \"". mrgct HI.; 
'''?$ tan t " it t tolPcrPngc)." 
} 
t tolPcrPage"."$rcquc~t trin •\" It; c t& t; /n ": 
} 
cl c { 
llTM c de. 
llTMLc d 
} 
II last pnge 
lastPagc j: 
llTML d 
temp u11 u 
"mitl 11 •Ind• 
11lk•1 ( I nnp): 
nuu s 'lll ch tc111p); u11 'illPI 
11, 
I!): 
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for($x=l, $y=$j+3; $y >= I && $middlelndex+$x <= $lastPagc; $x 1+, ··){ 
array_push($back, $temp[$middlelndex $x]); 
if($y > O){ 
$front• array(); 
for($i J, $j $yi 3; $j > I & $middl Inch· i 0; it t, .i··){ 
array push($frorl!, $1 mp] $rniddll.llnd • il); 
} 
$front army reverse($front); 
array push( front, Smiddlclndcx); 
$temp= array_merge($fr nt, $back); 
} 
$resultcdH MLcodc. "I"; 
forcach ($temp as link){ 
$rcsultcdH MLcodc. "I $link"; 
$resulicdHTMLc de prcviou . result di I 
return $re ultedHTM code; 
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<! ,,. 
include/stemmer.inc 
~"*********•••••••••••••******************************************•••••• • 
: class.stem mer. inc 
: Implementation of the Porter lemming Algorithm • • • ••••• ................•........•........•....••....•..•..........•........ , 
,. 
: Take a word, r list of words, and reduces I hem t their ~ngli h tem . 
: ~here is a deviation in the way c mp und word arc stemmed, uch 
• YPhenated words and word starting with certain pr fixes . . , 
class Stemmer 
! 
, .. . ~ . • unction name: stem 
• l'ake r a w rd as parameter nnd returns it rcdu cd t its stem. 
: Non-alphanumeric· and hyphens ore rem v d, and if thew rd is m re thun 
• three hara t rs in length, it will be s1 mm d 11 rding t the we-step 
• Poncr stemming ulg rithm . 
• 
,1 return string t imm d ' rd 
fun ti 
if empty ' rd) { 
return ulsc; 
rcxult "· ' 
II I v er ascs 
II trip 1 un tunti 11, \ : ·btc1 's, pupilh' 
if :.t1bsti ' ord, ·- "s" 111..ubstr ' 
word subsrr ' rd, 0, ·.); 
nul sis 
//R. 1plt1 •'th• h l111 'tl'I s oth •1 thun ulphnbcls 
//und number t 11othi11g 
· word 11' 1c1 I 1 '1[1111 10 ]/', ". 'w rd : 
11.'t pw td\ I l'lll I ti 
//It •;1d th 'fnp WI I I 11,f 111 • 
1111w111 • " /in •h11k•h1lop \\t11tl I t.t t''; 
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$fp = fopen($tilename, "r"); 
while (lfcof($fp)) { 
$stop_words $stop word. frc11d( 1)1, I 0000); 
//split the !isl of sropwords i1110 1111 111 my 
Sstop_words splil("f ,;\n\r\1] I", lrim($stop_, r I.)): 
II mpnrc each st pword with th w rd 
fcrcach ($s1 p_ words ns stop_ word) { 
if (strcmp($word,$stop word 0 { 
blnStopW rd true; 
//if the word is not a st p w rd.thc v ord v ill go thr ugh further 
//Porter tcrnrning A lg rithrn 
if(Sbln t pWord l true) { 
if( trlen( w rd)> 
Sword thi ·> tcp_l($w rd); 
this->stcp 2( ' ord); 
thi ··>Mcp ( w rd); 
this- , t p ( w rd): 
this- Mcp 5( w rd); 
II tommed w rd 
rcsulr \ rd; 
r turn result; 
, . 
• • Functi 11 Nnme : ~t 111 list 
• l'akcs a Ii 't f, ord • ns parameter and return them rcduc d t their st rn .. 
ran army. If it is a string, i1 1 ill 
ommns, ors •mi I ns. I 
• return array i 1 f w rd stems •1 
function ~1c111 list 1 c.nd~ ) ( 
l/ifll111 arumct ·r 1. 'I cd I empt 'I nun fi1h' 
if empt words) { 
return tl1l~ •; 
lld •!tn • u1111111 to ttH • 1 ·~ul!, ol l •1111ui11 
'1 Mill\ run ( ! 
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//if the parameter is not in an array form, 
//convert it into an array 
if ( ! is_array($words) ) { 
$words split("! ,;\n\r\ll 1 ", trim($words)); 
//stem the words I by I 
forcach ( $words as $word ) { 
if( $result $this->stcm( word)) { 
Srcsults]] $result; 
} 
return Srcsults; 
!• 
: function Name: step_ I 
• Perform the functions f steps I a, I bond I c f the Porter lemming Algorithm. 
: l(a): lfthc word is in plural form, it is rcduc d I 
c.g : 
• SSES -> 
• I 
singular form. 
caresses -> care s 
p nic -> p ni tics ->ti 
• caress -> caress -> cats -> cat 
: l(b) .any -cd r -ing cndin is urc rem eel as uppr priatc, and finally, 
• w rd ending in "y" with a wcl in the stem Im e the "y" changed to "i". 
(m>Q) D -> • • feed -> ~ d • *v*) D. plaster 
• 
m t ring -> mot r 
sing •· sin, 
I ( ) (* ,.. y • I 
.g: happy -> hnppi 
sky -> sky 
• return tring R du d w rd ., 
function t pl' rd){ 
Ill (a 
if( ub tr $w rd, -1) 's' { 
substr ' rd, - ) 'sscs) { 
' rd s11bstr( ' 01d, 0, -2); 
clsci r sub:.ti ( ' ord, • 
word ~ubst1 
111 I 
t I' uh II \\ \Id, ' 1 •t•d' I thl ·r11t11t v • uh t1( \ uid. 1)) o l 
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11 Convert -ced to -ce 
$word substr($word, 0, -1 ); 
else 
if( preg_match('/raci ulf"aciou] 1 (cdJing)$/', word)) { 
II vowel in stern 
II S1rip - d or -ing 
if ( sub~1r($word, -2) ' ti') { 
Sword sub. tr $w rd, 0, -2); 
else { 
$word subs1r($word, 0, -3): 
//If rhc second or third of the rule in tep I b i 
//successful, the following i d nc: 
if (sub tr( w rd, -2 'at' JI sub tr($' ord, -2) 'bl' II ubstr(Sword, -2) = 'iz") { 
word. ''; 
else { 
lust bar sub ·tr{ word, -1, I); 
ue t t lrut sub tr( ' rd, -2, I); 
II trip end in d ublc ns nants to single, unless "I'','\" qr "1," 
lie. : srripp •· ~!rip 
if thi ->is c n. onant($w rd, -1) & last char next 10 liht & 
lru t chnr ! 'I' & lu\t ha ! 's' & la~t 'lrnr I '7.' ) 
1 ord 
else { 
II lfV , and (but not w, ,y 
if( this-> unt v ( w rd) I ' tlus- 
word. 'c'; 
} 
Ill (c 
II Turn y into i 1 hen nu thcr 1 cl in ~t m 
i (pr &_mttt h('/[u i ul[11nci 11] t y I', ' rd 
' rd sub!lh 1. ord, 0, -1 . 'i'; 
II n1 cl in stem 
l 
return ' id; 
, .. 
• I' 
• 
1~uncti 11 Numc : ~lcp rf I tll~ th. fun I oil or 'l ·p tll' th' Potl 'I' St 'lllllllllj; I~ ll tlh111 . 
• s 
, • tcp map~ dmthl • '"'''~ tu, lr1 I• 111 • wll •11th•'• trntl I 1 ht I ·l111111c1~·1 
• lll:tl hes th' 1v·11 I 11 11.. 
{111 0) /\I It N1\ I 
Ill tl) 11 N I 
I II 
lit N 
I 'IHI 1111111 
rn111llliu11 ti 
t •ltl 1 
'llltdtl Oil 
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• (m>O) ENCi -> EN E valenci -> valence 
* (m>O) AN I -> AN • hcsitancl -> hesitance 
* (m>O) IZER -> IZ digitizer • digitize • 
• return string Reduced word ., 
~unction step_2( Sword ) 
switch ( substr($word, -2, I)) { 
case 'a': 
if( $this->replace($word, 'ntional', 'ate', 0) 
return $word; 
if( $this->replace( word, 'ti nal', 'lion', 0)) 
{ 
return $word; 
} 
break; 
Clll;e 'c': 
if ( $this->replace($word, 'enci', 'cncc', 0)) { 
return word· 
} 
if ( this->replace( word, 'anci', 'ancc', 0)) { 
return $w rd; 
break; 
asc 'c': 
if( this-xrcpla ( ' rd, 'izcr', 'izc', 0) { 
return word; 
} 
if( this- repln e( w rd, 'iscr', 'Lee', 0 
r turn w rd; 
break; 
cnse 'I': 
if( ihis-e-rcple e( w rd, 'bli', 'ble', 0 ) { 
return ' rd; 
} 
if( this->r pla e( word, 'nlli', 'al' 0 
return ' rd; 
} 
if ( this->r'plo c v rd, 'cnlli',' 111', 0) { 
1'111111 \ 01d; 
} 
if this- rcplncc( ' rd, 'ell', 'e', 0 
1ctu111 1 rd; 
I 
if( this- rcpla c( 1 rd, 'ousli', '011~·. 0 ) { 
I turn I ord; 
II\ 'o'; 
If 1111\ I pl:t " I I, 111 It )It',' I ... 0 ) ( 
I 'llilli W\ltd; 
I 
If ( !hf, I •pl;t' \\ Id, 'i 11 tH11, 1ll 11, ()) ( 
I 1111111 . I td! 
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} 
if( $this->rcplacc($word, 'ation', 'ate', 0)) { 
return $word; 
} 
if ( $this->rcplace($word, 'aror', 'ate', 0)) { 
return $word; 
break; 
case's': 
if( this->rcplace($word, 'allsm', 'nl', 0)) { 
return $w rd; 
} 
if ( $this->replacc($wor<l, 'ivcncss', 'ivc', 0)) { 
return $w rd; 
} 
if ( $thi ->replace($w rd, 'fulncss', 'ful', 0)) { 
return $w rd; 
} 
if( $thi ->replace( word, 'ou ness',' u, ', 0 ) { 
return $word; 
break; 
ca e 't': 
if( this-xrcpln e( word, 'aliti', 'al', 0) 
return w rd; 
} 
if ( ihi ->r pince( w rd, 'i iti', 'i c', 0)) { 
return w rd; 
} 
if( this-or pla e( w rd, 'biliti', 'bl ', 0 ) { 
return w rd; 
} 
break; 
cnse 'g': 
if( this-xrcpln e word, 'I gi', 'I s'. 0)) { 
return w rd; 
br nk; 
return w rd; 
l 
I• 
• r • ·unction unc : ~tcp 
Per rms th fun ti II r step r th. Port r tcruming I rithm. 
to step , thou h ·he kiu the 
I, 
l!ipli 't( I 
onnuti ' 
fo111111li1' 
•I· tri ti 
' ,1 tctu111 ~11111g Re h1n·d 1 <11 d 
~1111 'hon 'It •p 3( "111 d 
'1111 h ('Ill -.11 \vrn,11 I)) { 
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case 'e': 
if ( $this->replace($word, 'icnrc', 'ic', 0)) { 
return $word; 
} 
if( $this->replacc($word, '111iv ', ", 0)) { 
return Sword; 
} 
if( $this->rcplocc( word, 'nlizc', ':11', 0 ) 
return $word; 
break; 
c c 'i': 
if ( $1his->rcplacc($word, 'iciti', 'ic', 0)) { 
return $word; 
break; 
case 'I': 
if ( this->rcplacc( word, 'ical', 'ic', 0)) { 
return word; 
} 
if( this->replace($word, 'ful', ", 0) 
return word; 
break; 
case 's': 
if( this->r plo e( w rd, 'ncss', ", 0)) { 
r turn ' rd; 
break; 
return w rd; 
, .. 
• Function Name: step 4 
• Pcrf rm: the fun tion of ~t 'p 4 f the 
• P rter lemming Alg rithm . 
• 
• rk · imilnrly t steps and 2, ob c, 
ugh it rem cs the mdings in th onrc t f • 
I' j Ill • I' 
:1110\ nnc • 
inference 
nii liner - nirlin 
• nil ' 
infer 
• 
• (t1 return s1ii11g R idu cd word ., 
fun t mu ~t ·p ·I wmd 
{ 
swit h wl ~11 word, ., 1 
\\11d,'1l', ", I 
I t\1111 
',,( - ': 
if( th ' t •pl.1 '( \\Ill d. '.111 ·~ '. ''. I 
U
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return $word; 
} 
if( $this->rcplacc($word, 'cncc', ",I)) { 
return Sword; 
} 
break; 
case 'c': 
if( this->replnee( word, 'er',", 1)) { 
return $word; 
break; 
ca c 'i': 
if ( $this->replacc( word, 'ic', ", I)) { 
return w rd; 
} 
break; 
case 'I': 
if( $this->replace($w rd, 'able',", I)) { 
r tum w rd; 
} 
if ( this->replnce( w rd, 'ible', ", I 
return w rd; 
rcak; 
asc 'n': 
if this->replnce( ' rd, 'ant', ", I) { 
r tum w rd; 
) 
if ( this-orcpln 
return ' ord; 
} 
if ( this->r place( ' rd, 'mcnr', ", I)) 
{ 
return ' rd; 
) 
if( thi ->r pln e(' rd,'ent',", 1)) 
return ' rd; 
br nk; 
ens' 'o': 
II . p i 11 cases 
if( sub!>tr( ' rd,-4) 'si n' 11 sul !>11( ' rd, -.J 
1f( this- r•pln c word, 'ion',", I ) { 
return word; 
} 
if( this- I '!)It\ 
1 nuin word; 
l 
ht \I~: 
,\ \\': 
11' 1111 
I '1\1111 
I 
\)1 •11k: 
'lion') { 
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case 't': 
if( $this->replace($word, 'ate',", I)) { 
return $word; 
} 
if( $this->replace($word, 'iii',", I)) { 
return Sword; 
break; 
case 'u': 
if ( $this->replace($word, 'ous', ", I 
{ 
return $word; 
break; 
ca c 'v': 
if( this->replace( w rd, 'i c', ",I ) { 
return word; 
break; 
ca e 'z': 
if( this->replace( w rd, 'izc', ''. 1)) { 
return $w rd; 
) 
break; 
return w rd; 
and 5(b f the 
hangcs "·II" to "-I" 
• • c.g: 
tcp 5o 
m> I) -> pr bate • 1 r bot 
rot' I It 
(m I nnd n t • • -> ens • ccus 
tcp b 
in I and •d and • -c- singlc letter ontroll • conuol 
roll • 1 II • return i.trinu Rcdu cd w rd 
., Cl 
fiin t1 n step 5 
'. 
l 
" d thi ')11111 h 
\\\lid ,111\Jt, 
h1Ht I 11\1'i: thl 
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if( substr($word, -2) 'II') { 
II Only remove in vcvc c ntext ... 
if ( $this->count vc($word) > I ) { 
$word substr(Sword, 0, -1 ); 
return Sword: 
l ' 
,. 
• Function Name : is cons nant . - Takes a word and a number a. parameters 
• hecks whether the peci lied letter is a c nsonant at 
the pecific position. 
• Handy check adapted from the AN pr gram. 
• Regular vowels always r tum 
• FAL ·,while "y" is a special case: 
• if the preceding haracter i a vowel, 
• "y" is a consonant, otherwi e it' a vowel. • 
• return b lean 
•1 
function is ns nant $w rd, p s) { 
horn t rs 
if ps<O){ 
II P ints "t for n k" in th ~tring. t it t b ginning. 
p s O; 
) 
lse 
II Points "t far f rward." ct it t end. 
p s -1; 
rd, I . , I); 
case 'e': 
case 'i': 
rue· ': 
use 'u': 
1 'tum false; 
0 c 'y': 
if ( 1 s 0 II :-t rlcn( ' ord) • p s { 
II he k sc nd lcucr f'word, 
I iturn ( this· is Olis 111\1\l \ Old, I ); 
1 turn I this· is Oil~ 11 \Ill word, 1 •I 
} 
dcfnult: 
1 .tum t Ill •: 
' 11111 'II 11 llil ' • 1111\t \ ' . ' 
'1\llllh Ill ,\\Ill ., th 11111111h 'I ill 'll\\ I 'Ill ill\ 111111. 'Ill u ·~·~. 
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* his handy function counts the number or o urcn 'S 
* of vowels (I or more) followed by onson11nts (I or mt 1 
* A legitimate cornbinati n c unts as I 
* (ic. V V 2, V V V ' 3, CIC.). 
* return integer 
*I 
function count vc( $word ) { 
Sm O; 
$length - strlcn($word); 
$prcv c false; 
for ( $i = O; $i < length; $it I ) { 
is_c $this->is c ns nant( w rd, i); 
if($is_c) { 
if( $m > 0 && !$prcv_c) { 
Sm -t= 0.5; 
} 
else { 
if($prcv_cll m O){ 
111 t .S; 
prcv is 
} 
111 n r{ rn): 
return rn; 
/* 
• Iuncti n N11111c : o 
• heck ~ r a :pccific c c ndition . 
• 
• It 1 ks the last three characters f the word ending ns 
• c nsonnnt-vowcl-consonaru, with the final ons nun; N T 
• being one f"w","x"or"y" . 
• 
• return b lean 
•1 
functi 11 
lust chnr substr( \ rd, • l ); 
ii' "hl\l htll 
return fuL··; 
\ 'II "hL~t ch tr ', 'II "11'1 hut 'y') { 
ir ~Lt lcn( wmd) J i 
ti' thi~ " 'lll\M II IHl( \ ()I I, •un 11111111('1\wrntl, 2) 
' ' tit! l on m11111( wonl, 1 
I 'tllll\ It 111: 
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return false; 
/* 
* Replaces suffix, if~ und and word measure is n minimum 011111. 
* 
* Takes 4 parameters 
* return boolean 
*/ 
function replace( &$word, $suffix, replace, $m 0 
{ 
$sl = strlen($suffix); 
if ( substrt w rd, - sl) suffix) { 
short substr replacer w rd,", - sl); 
if ( $thi ->count_ vc($short) > rn ) { 
word - sh rt . replace; 
return l rue; 
return false; 
} 
?> 
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<? 
Ii include/retrieval. i nc 
, ..... ** •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••• • fu ' • n.clion name .rcrricva: • 
This fun r· · · • • c 1011 is rcmcve or scar h the relevant d umcnrs by tbing, the 
• translated query. • 
• 
• It tak • cs an argument and returns nn array that stores all the rel v nt d ument · • • ....... ................................................................ , 
funct' 1011 rctricval($string) { 
global icxtDir· 
global Slink: ' 
global $keywords; 
global tblnumc5; 
$result mysql_qucry(" , 
r w • rny ·qi_ etch bjc 1 
$tblm11ric5"); 
threshold rcw-xthrcshold; 
//define an army t st re the results 
$rows arrny(); 
temp array(); 
w igln rt nrruy(): 
//prcpro cs. the translated query 
translated stemming( string); 
if (size f( trnn. luted) O){ 
II nstru t the I. LI K • stutcm int 
Iorcn h ( translated as w rd ) { 
k ·yW rds . 
kcyW rds. 
word; 
""· ' 
pre query. "i.ind • term l l I, u , 
pie query. "' ' ord%'": 
pre query. " It": 
qu ·ry 
II 11111111-•\111!, '1111 lilt' '1 IN ti 111t•d 
11' I. I '\1111 
t·~·lm 111 sql '110t{'!il 11k): 
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II Push the query result into n11111rny 
while ($row (r~mysql fi 1 h 11rny($r ~1111)) { 
army p11sh($rows,$row); 
$newWeigh1 O; 
$count irn I; 
llproce .. the $row nrray 1 h • c the highest ' eight 
for ($i O; $i<sizcof( rows); i++) { 
Sclcrncnt c11rrcn1($row ); 
$curPnth clcmcnrj'titlc']: 
Sncx: ncxl($row ); 
$11ex1Path $next('title']; 
if($count im ....... 1) { 
newWeight clcrncntl'weight'[; 
if(s1rc111p($curPoth, nc !Path) 0) { 
ncxrl'wcighr]: 
lse { 
bin im folsc; 
if( c uni im >I) { 
/lift he documents opp urs 011n1 i1111im in th· 111 1y, 
//multiply with$ unt irn 1 strcngthcu the weight of th 
//document that indicutcs its rele nn y 1 the user query 
1nulWeigl1t uni im • ncv Weight; 
else 
finolW ight lcment['' ight']; 
uni hn I; 
if (I finul eight 1h1e. hold 
.lcm •nt[ \ ci ht') 
tempi) 
fin ti eight; 
clement: 
//.01tth•1 •1 hi fl 111h1t1h·~tl)I w•.t 
fh1 'I h( I •mp ti\ Int 1 l 
. "' i h1S111 l!l I n '['w l 1ht'l: 
llt11 11111l1i,1llt( 1wl h1Sn1I,,'( HT l>FS ',~I •111p; 
I '(\1111 t 1111p; 
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